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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

At the same time as Internet became an important infrastructure of our society,

Transportation Control Protocol (TCP)/ Internet Protocol (IP) network archi-

tecture was developed as a standard architecture in the world. Recently, due to

its good utility, TCP/IP network is also used for providing other Information

and Communication Technology (ICT) services. For instance, Next Generation

Network (NGN) utilizes TCP/IP network instead of the telephone networks. Ad-

ditionally, in the smart society plan, it is expected that all services in human

society will be provided via TCP/IP network. However, TCP/IP network cannot

support a variety of requirements since it is specialized in the stability of end-

to-end communications. This gap between the requirement of services and the

capability of network results in the decrease of user satisfaction. Therefore, the

TCP/IP network is at an important turning point on the path for reaching the

goal of realizing the smart society based on ICT services.

A virtual network technology is used for a new-generation network architec-

ture, such as Content-Centric Networking (CCN) and Information-Centric Net-
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Chapter 1: Introduction

working (ICN). In the new architecture, a virtual network is used instead of the IP

network in order to establish the data communication between any devices. Ad-

ditionally, by adequately utilizing the resources in physical networks, the virtual

network technology can construct optimal virtual network for satisfying various

kinds of requirements. Moreover, since the virtual network technology constructs

multiple virtual networks in a physical network, it can provide multiple ICT

services in a physical network. This phenomenon is dubbed as horizontal inte-

gration of ICT services and is important for the future big data based society.

Consequently, the research on virtual network has attracted much attention.

For a new-generation network architecture, we must construct the virtual

network by considering the resources of the whole network. However, the consid-

ered network failures become complex by the virtualization of the whole network.

For instance, we should consider the breakdown of communication devices, com-

munication link disruption, attacks, and disaster. Since these kinds of failures

significantly affect the performance of virtual networks, this work investigates a

fault-tolerant virtual network technologies, which will enable the achievement of

high communication performance against every conceivable failures. In Japan,

the National Institute of Information and Communications Technology (NICT)

has been developing a disaster-resilient virtual network in order to provide ICT

services in the environment where large-scale disasters such as The Great East

Japan Earthquake and Tsunami occur. Additionally, some researchers tackle the

research issue on fault-tolerant virtual networks. However, the research and de-

velopment on the fault-tolerant virtual networks have only started just recently

in countries all over the world. Since there are a lot of research and development

issues, the world is in urgent need of a novel virtual network that can achieve

high performance in the failure-prone environment.

2



Chapter 1: Introduction

1.2 Purpose of Research

In response to the social background that the fault-tolerance issue has emerged in

virtual networks, this work aims to develop a method to construct a fault-tolerant

virtual network, which can be used as a promising new-generation network archi-

tecture. In this work, we focus on the following failures.

• Failures in Virtual Network (FVN): In the case of FVN, Virtual Machines

(VMs) cease to function due to the software bugs or Denial of Service (DoS)

attacks. Due to such failures, the failed VMs are removed from the virtual

network and the virtual network may be disrupted, which will cause the

isolation of working VMs. Therefore, both computation and communica-

tion performance of the virtual network will decrease in FVN-prone envi-

ronments. To cope with this issue, this work aims at optimizing virtual

network topology by improving the tolerance to both software bugs and

DoS attacks, considering the different characteristics of software bugs and

DoS attacks.

• Failures in Physical Network (FPN): FPN includes mechanical troubles of

communication and processing devices (e.g., router, switch, server, and user

terminals) and physical link disruptions. Due to these failures, the VMs

accommodated by the router or the VMs launched on a server cease to

function, which results in the decrease of the number of working VMs.

To deal with this issue, this work also aims at developing a method to

construct the virtual network by considering the topological information

in the physical network. Our developed method drastically improves the

virtual network performance in FPN-prone environments.

Our objective also includes a principle to introduce the aforementioned vir-

tual network to ICT services. Although the big data mining services have much

3
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attention and will be increasingly important in future ICT, the recent popular ar-

chitecture still suffers from faults. To tackle this challenge, we envision the fully

distributed big data mining architecture and, by introducing our construction

methodology, it achieves the performance that provides enough service availabil-

ity in future big data mining environment.

As above, this work proposes a failure-tolerant virtual network that substi-

tutes the existing network architecture and contributes to the tremendous im-

provement of failure-tolerance in future-generation network architecture.

1.3 Summary and Organization of the Thesis

This chapter demonstrates the research background and motivations. The re-

mainder of this thesis is organized as follows.

Chapter 2 presents recent researches on virtual network techniques and the

issues. The chapter at first demonstrates an overview of our envisioned archi-

tecture that is based on virtual networks. Since this architecture manages the

communication and computation devices in the whole network and it suffers from

various kinds of failures, the related works on the fault-tolerant virtual network

is also illustrated. Based on the objective and approach, we classify these related

works and clarify the contribution of our proposed fault-tolerant virtual networks.

Chapter 3 presents the virtual network topology based on the bimodal de-

gree distribution. We focus on the two types of failures in virtual network, i.e.,

attacks on VM (AVM) and failures of VM (FVM). Then, we define these failures

as a mathematical model based on the degree of VMs. Since the promising tech-

nique is not capable of providing enough performance in the environment where

these two failures occur, a unique virtual network topology based on the bimodal

degree distribution, dubbed as FAT-VN, is envisioned for combating against both

AVM and FVM. This chapter also illustrates that the topology based on bimodal
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degree distribution improves the tolerance to considered failures by considering

the location of VMs.

Chapter 4 presents a method to construct the virtual network topology that

is presented in chapter 3. First, we demonstrate that the topology in chapter 3

does not make it possible to ensure the tolerance to FPN. To cope with this issue,

a novel method to construct the virtual network, dubbed FAT-VN+, is proposed.

This method achieves higher tolerance to both FPN and FVN by utilizing the

topological information in the physical network. In addition, a framework to

evaluate the impact of the FVN on the service availability of the virtual networks

that are constructed by the proposal and random manner is presented.

Chapter 5 presents decentralized big data mining architecture using the

virtual network. At the beginning of this chapter, the single-failure point problem

of conventional big data mining architectures is demonstrated. To tackle this

problem, we envision the big data mining architecture based on virtual networks.

Since all participating VMs execute both processing and management functions,

this architecture makes it possible to resolve the single-failure point problem.

The autonomous and distributed method to construct a virtual network is also

provided to further improve of fault tolerance.

Finally, Chapter 6 concludes this thesis.

5





Chapter 2

Overview of Fault Tolerant

Virtual Networks

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we intend to provide a comprehensive overview of search archi-

tecture based on virtual networks and also related works to address the issue

of fault-tolerance in virtual networks. This chapter firstly addresses the mecha-

nism of search architecture based on virtual networks, and its applicability in the

data-oriented communication. The remainder of this chapter describes the prior

researches, which have investigated various kinds of failures in the considered ar-

chitecture. We clearly demonstrate the contribution of our proposed method in

this thesis, by comparing it with the related works.

2.2 Search Architecture using Virtual Networks

Here, we introduce our envisioned search architecture, which can provide effi-

cient lookup by using virtual networks. Additionally, we demonstrate the basic

7
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technology for improving the performance of our envisioned architecture. Also, a

research issue is provided at the end of this section.

2.2.1 Overview of Envisioned Search Architecture

The device-to-device and server-to-devices communications are the main traffic

in conventional services such as voice call and Web. In other words, users need

to look up a certain device, i.e., users need to know the location of devices,

to receive the conventional services, i.e., device-oriented services. Therefore, we

have always believed that the IP-based network, in which each device looks up

its desired device by using IP addresses, is the absolute for the Internet. On

the other hand, users provide/acquire a certain content to/from the Internet in

the current ICT services, i.e., content-oriented services, such as content delivery

and big data mining. Therefore, the conventional IP-based network is not suit-

able for the content-oriented services and a novel architecture, which provides a

lookup mechanism based on content/data information, is essential for providing

high-performance services. Indeed, many researchers attempt to develop such

architecture, e.g, Content-Centric Networking (CCN) and Information-Centric

Networking (ICN) [1, 2, 3, 4].

It is expected that the content/data will explosively increase in the future due

to the following reasons: all services will be provided via Internet, the realization

of big data mining service will generate numerous data in the network, and a lot

of rich contents are already emerging currently with the high functionality of user

terminals and the development of Internet of Things (IoT) devices. Therefore,

it is required to develop a technology that makes it possible to provide/acquire

numerous content/data with high efficiency and low cost. For this reason, we

envision a search architecture using virtual networks.

Fig. 2.1 shows our envisioned search architecture using virtual networks. In

8
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Physical Network

Virtual Network

Data A

Find

Data A

Transmit

Data A

Figure 2.1: Our envisioned search architecture using virtual networks.

this architecture, users (or VMs) look up their desired data by using the virtual

network. Each VM knows the IP address of neighbor VMs to find the data. When

finding data, each VM, i.e., client VM, transmits a search query, which contains

the ID of the desired data and its IP address, to its neighbor VMs, and then they

forward the received query to their neighbors if they do not have the required

data. This procedure continues until the desired data is found. When the VM

that has the desired data receives the search query, it transmits data to the client

VM via the physical network.

In the conventional IP-based architecture, a central VM stores the location of

data, i.e., the IP address of the VM that has the data, and each client VM asks the

location of data to the central VM. Since the central VM needs to get the location

of data periodically, this architecture drastically decreases the service availability

when there are a lot of data in the network. In contrast to this, in our envisioned

architecture, each VM stores only the IP address of its neighbor VMs and does

9
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not need to know the location of data. Therefore, this architecture maintains

high service availability even when the amount of data/content increases.

2.2.2 Basic Technologies in Virtual Networks

The technology for improving the performance of search architecture using vir-

tual networks can be classified into the following technical components: virtual

network topology, VM mapping strategy, and dynamic alteration system.

2.2.2.1 Virtual Network Topology

Virtual network topology is a factor that affects the performance of our envi-

sioned search architecture. Virtual network topology is decided regardless of the

physical network information. This means that the service providers construct

an adequate virtual network topology that is able to satisfy their requirements

or objectives. The existing research on virtual network topology aims to achieve

high search efficiency by reducing the average hop count (or the diameter of vir-

tual network). The basic idea for improving search efficiency is to increase the

number of links, i.e., degree, for each VM. However, this approach has a shortage

because a longer time is needed to construct the virtual network and burst traffic

occurs by transmitting search message to all VMs. Therefore, a lower degree

setting is suitable for providing scalable service in the actual environment.

2.2.2.2 VM Mapping Strategy

VM mapping is the selection of a VM in the physical network as a VM in the

virtual network. In other words, since this technology decides the relationship

between the physical and virtual networks, this technology has a big impact on

search performance. Although the service providers attempt to satisfy their re-

quirements by considering the virtual network topology, the search performance,

10
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i.e., search speed and success ratio, depends on the capabilities of the communi-

cation links and devices in the physical network, i.e., link speed, link capacity,

and processing speed. Therefore, we need to design an adequate VM mapping

strategy in order to satisfy the requirements.

There are two types of VM mapping strategies, which are described as follows:

(i) VM mapping strategy based on the given resources and (ii) VM mapping

strategy based on dynamic resources. In case of (i), the capability of VMs and

that of links between any VMs are pre-defined by the network operators. Thus,

the service providers consider the optimization of VM mapping based on the

given information. On the other hand, the strategy (ii) is used in the scenario

where service provider and network operator co-operate to provide services or

the network operator provides services. In this scenario, the service provider

requests to change the utilization of physical resources and dynamically control

the capability of VMs and links. Therefore, the service provider can integrate the

VM mapping strategy and resource allocation for improving the performance of

services.

2.2.2.3 Dynamic Alteration System

The performance requirement should change in order to satisfy user requests,

which periodically change according to the situation. The capability of physical

VMs and links also change in different network environments, e.g., failure of VMs.

Therefore, we must alter both the virtual network topology and VM mapping

in order to satisfy the service requirements when the situation or environment

changes.

Additionally, “perception” and “intelligence” functions are required for real-

izing the dynamic alteration. The “perception” function is used to collect infor-

mation used for observing the situation and environment in both the virtual and
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physical networks. On the other hand, the “intelligence” function is used to ob-

tain the optimal states of virtual network topology and VM mapping in real-time

by mining the collected information, i.e., big data. When the optimal state is

different from the current state, the service provider attempts to alter the virtual

network.

2.2.3 Issue of Virtual Networks

Although the search architecture using virtual network with the aforementioned

technologies achieves high performance and satisfies the requirement, VMs cease

to function due to FVN and FPN. This indicates that such VMs are removed

from the virtual network and some surviving VMs are isolated form the virtual

network, i.e., the VMs that do not cease to function lose the virtual links to the

neighbor VMs. In this case, since the architecture cannot find such isolated VMs,

the service availability drastically decreases as shown in Fig. 2.2(a). The removal

of VMs also decreases the search efficiency because the hop count between VMs

increases when some VMs are removed as shown in Fig. 2.2(b). Consequently,

we need to address the issue of failure-tolerance, which is essential for a high-

performance search architecture using virtual network.

2.3 Fault Tolerant Virtual Network Technolo-

gies

This section presents existing technologies for improving the fault tolerance of

virtual networks. Additionally, by comparing the characteristics of existing tech-

nologies, we clarify the contribution of our proposed method.
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Virtual network

: Available VMs

: Isolated VMs

: Removed VMs

The isolated VMs 

cannot connect to 

the available VMs

(a) Service availability decreases when VMs are removed
from virtual networks.

Virtual network

: Available VMs

: Isolated VMs
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: Original path 

: Altered path

after VM is removed

:

(b) Hop count to desired VM increases when VMs are
removed from virtual networks.

Figure 2.2: The impact of failures on the performance of virtual networks.

2.3.1 Fault Tolerant Virtual Network Topology

Many fault tolerant virtual network topologies have been investigated so far.

These technologies are able to guarantee the connectivity of virtual network based

on mathematical theories, which can be classified into the graph theory and

13
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complex network theory. The fault tolerant virtual network topologies based on

graph theory have been proposed in [5, 6, 7, 8]. Ulysses [5] is a protocol that

constructs a robust, low-diameter, low-latency virtual network topology based on

the butterfly topology. CayleyCCC [6] is a virtual network topology based on the

Cayley graph. The authors mathematically show that CayleyCCC can improve

the connectivity against FVMs in comparison with Ulysses. The de Bruijn graph

is also introduced to the virtual network topologies in [7, 8]. It is shown that

the virtual network based on the de bruijin graph can achieve high tolerance to

FVMs while keeping lower average degree.

On the other hand, virtual network topology based on a complex network

theory is also explored in many researches [9, 10, 11, 12]. In contrast to the graph

theory, this approach, which does not need exact network topology, decides the

network topology by using network characteristics, e.g., degree distribution and

degree correlation. Cyclon [9] employs the normal distribution to construct a

virtual network topology, which achieves a higher tolerance to both FVM and

AVM. However, since the diameter of the virtual network topology is large, it

is not adequate from the point of search efficiency. To cope with the issue,

Phenix [10], LLR [11], and SRA [12] construct a virtual network topology which

follows a power-law degree distribution. While it can drastically improve the

search efficiency, it is intolerant to AVM. As described above, there does not

exist a topology that achieves high tolerance to both AVM and FVM with high

search efficiency.

2.3.2 Fault Tolerant VM Mapping

As mentioned above, research on virtual network topologies aims to improve the

tolerance to FVN. In addition to FVN, we need to consider the improvement of

tolerance to FPN. A single FPN can result in the failure of one or more VMs and

14
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virtual links as it effects all VMs with a mapping that spans over the whole net-

work. To address this issue, numerous researchers have investigated fault tolerant

VM mapping strategies [13, 14, 15, 16]. For improving the service availability of

virtual network, the work conducted in [13] proposed a VM mapping algorithm

referred to as RMap, by considering the failure of physical devices. Additionally,

the authors in [14] investigated a VM mapping strategy that is tolerant to both

device and link failures in the physical network. Also, one type of FPN is a nat-

ural disaster, which has a big impact on both the physical and virtual networks.

Therefore, the works [15, 16] tackled the issue of disaster tolerance and they pro-

posed a VM selection mechanism to improve the performance of post-disaster

virtual networks. However, all strategies attempt to solve the issue based on the

backup approach, which indicates that redundant VMs are allocated to virtual

networks. Therefore, these strategies require higher cost to construct the virtual

network.

2.3.3 Fault Tolerant Dynamic Alteration

The greatest advantage of virtual networks is its flexibility where it can dynami-

cally change the topology and resources. Therefore, the fault-tolerance issue can

be addressed by using this advantage, i.e., the dynamic alteration technology

is imperative for improving fault-tolerance. As mentioned before, the dynamic

alteration technology can be classified into “perception” and “intelligence”.

The works conducted in [17, 18] proposed “perception” methods, which pre-

dict faults in the virtual networks by using the collected physical information.

With these methods, the service provider can know the exact information of both

physical and virtual networks in real time. Therefore, based on such information,

real-time control of the virtual topology and VM mapping is possible, to improve

fault tolerance. Indeed, the work[19] proposed a fault tolerant dynamic alteration
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strategy, referred to as SVNE, which dynamically selects VMs according to the

change of states and environments.

2.3.4 Contribution of Proposed Technologies

Through the aforementioned discussion, we can see that the following issues

should be addressed: (i) A virtual network that is tolerant to both FVM and

AVM while achieving high search efficiency, (ii) An optimal relationship between

physical and virtual network for improving FPN tolerance without redundancy,

(iii) A technology for improving the tolerance to both FVN and FPN. To cope

with the issue (i), chapter 3 presents a novel virtual network topology, referred

to as FAT-VN. Additionally, to address the concerns (ii) and (iii), we present a

novel VM mapping strategy based on physical topology information, referred to

as FAT-VN+. Furthermore, based on the developed technologies, we envision

a novel big data mining architecture that achieves high service availability in

failure-prone environments.

2.4 Summary

In this chapter, we first explained that the communication type of the current or

future ICT services, i.e., data-oriented communication, cannot achieve high per-

formance in the current IP-based architecture. Therefore, we have presented a

search architecture based on virtual networks, which is suitable for lookup in the

environments where large number of data/contents exist in the Internet. Then,

we presented the main issue of virtual network and the related works, which have

attempted to address methods to combat against failures in the envisioned archi-

tecture. Finally, we have clarified the contribution of our proposed technologies

in this thesis, through the discussion on the issues found in the related works.
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Chapter 3

Virtual Network Topology based

on Bimodal Degree Distribution

3.1 Introduction

Chapter 2 revealed that more attention needs to be paid in the virtual network

that is tolerant to FVN, as contemporary techniques fail to adequately combat

against this threat. In this chapter, we present a virtual network topology which

maintains its stability under the effect of FVN. The topology is referred to as

FAT-VN.

First, this chapter mathematically defines FVN, which can be modeled by

the removal probability of each VM based on the number of links. Based on

the understanding of the effect of FVN on the virtual network, we compare the

virtual networks, which can be classified by the degree distribution and we show

that a virtual network that is based on bimodal degree distribution is the best

solution to achieve higher tolerance to FVN while maintaining communication

efficiency. Also, this chapter presents an appropriate topology for improving

the FVN tolerance. By exploring both the degree distribution and topology,
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the tolerance of a virtual network can be optimized. Performance evaluation

conducted through computer simulations demonstrates that our proposed virtual

network topology, FAT-VN, substantially improves the performance under the

effect of FVN in comparison with other contemporary virtual networks.

Some parts of the content in this chapter are presented in the following journal

and transactions papers, which were written by the author of this dissertation.

• K. Suto, H. Nishiyama, N. Kato, T. Nakachi, T. Fujii, and A. Takahara,

“THUP: A P2P Network Robust to Churn and DoS Attack based on Bi-

modal Degree Distribution,” IEEE Journal on Selected Areas in Commu-

nications, vol. 31, no. 9, pp. 247-256, Sep. 2013.

• K. Suto, H. Nishiyama, S. Shen, and N. Kato, “Designing P2P Networks

Tolerant to Attacks and Faults based on Bimodal Degree Distribution,”

Journal of Communications, vol. 7, no. 8, pp. 587-595, Aug. 2012.

3.2 Models of Faults in Virtual Network

Since some VMs are removed from virtual networks due to FVN, the surviving

VMs are isolated and cannot connect to other VMs. Therefore, in this section,

we define the FVN models to evaluate the effect of FVN on the connectivity (or

stability) of virtual networks. We consider Failures of VMs (FVM) and Attacks on

VMs (AVM) as FVN models [20]. These FVN can be modeled by removing VMs

from the considered virtual network by taking into account that the probability

of removing each VM is determined by the number of links connected to the VM

(i.e., by the degree of the VM).

There are many reasons for FVM. For instance, VMs cease to function because

of lost or deleted data and application, corrupted operating system, erroneous

user operation, and so on. Since aforementioned failures occur randomly, a VM
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is randomly removed form the considered network regardless of the degree of the

VM. Here, K = {k1, k2, ..., km} is the set that the degree of VMs is arranged

in an ascending order, where m denotes the maximum number of the set, i.e.,

maximum degree in the considered network. There exist VMs having any degree

k ∈ K in the virtual network and the ratio of VMs having degree k, i.e., the degree

distribution of the virtual network is denoted as pk. Let sk be the probability that

a VM having degree k survives after some VMs are removed from the network

due to FVM.
∑

k skpk indicates the fraction of VMs that have survived after

some VMs are removed by FVM. Hence, the VMs removing probability, fFVM
k , is

defined by the following equation.

fFVM
k = 1−

∑
k∈K

skpk, (3.1)

where sk is the same value for any k.

In case of the AVM such as DoS attacks and distributed DoS attacks, the

probability of removal of each VM should be proportional to the degree of the

VMs. Since the removal of the VMs having high degree substantially degrades

the network connectivity, malicious attackers may disrupt the function of the VM

that has the highest degree in order to degrade the performance of the virtual

networks. Consequently, the VM departure model, fAVM
k , can be formulated as

follows.

fAVM
k =


1, for k > k′,

fAVM
k′ , for k = k′,

0, for k < k′,

(3.2)
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where, k′ denotes the maximal degree of the surviving VMs. Note that VMs are

removed randomly regardless of the degree of the VM if the degree distribution

of the virtual network is the same value for any k. In such virtual network, the

model of AVM can be expressed as follows.

fAVM
k = 1−

∑
k∈K

skpk. (3.3)

3.3 Optimized Degree Distribution

Since the FVN can be modeled based on the degree of VMs as mentioned before,

an appropriate degree distribution of a virtual network should be investigated.

Therefore, this section initially constructs taxonomy of virtual networks based on

the degree distribution. Then, we present a bimodal degree distribution, which

can ensure higher connectivity of virtual networks in the environments where

both AVM and FVM occur, in comparison with other degree distributions.

3.3.1 Degree Distribution Taxonomy

We explore four specific networks, i.e., random, regular, scale-free, and bimodal

networks, and compare their performance by analysis based on their degree dis-

tributions. Degree distribution is one characteristic of virtual networks, which

indicates the probability distribution of degrees over the network. This charac-

teristic is frequently used for quantitative evaluation of the failure tolerance.

3.3.1.1 Random Network

The network which follows the normal distribution is classified as a random

network[21, 9]. The normal distribution is shown in Fig 3.1 and is defined by
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Figure 3.1: Degree distribution of random network.

the following equation.

pk =

(
N − 1

k

)
bk(1− b)N−1−k, (3.4)

where b, N , and k denote the probability of connection to a VM, the total number

of VMs, and the degree of VMs in the network, respectively. Random networks

are basically constructed in such a way that a newly joining VM randomly selects

a certain number of VMs.

Because the number of VMs having high degree (i.e., far above the average

degree of the network) is small, the communication efficiency is low. Additionally,

the tolerance to AVM is also low because VMs having higher degree are targeted

by the malicious attackers and the removal of these VMs drastically degrades the

connectivity. These shortcomings can be solved by increasing the average degree

of the network. However, it is not a practical solution due to non-negligible

overhead to establish connections with a large number of VMs.
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Figure 3.2: Degree distribution of regular network.

3.3.1.2 Regular Network

The network where all VMs have the same degree is referred to as a regular

network. The regular network is often seen in overlay and virtual networking

technologies [22, 23]. Fig. 3.2 shows the degree distribution of the regular net-

works and it can be defined by the following equation.

pk =

 N if k = ⟨k⟩

0 otherwise
, (3.5)

where ⟨k⟩ denotes the average degree in the network. The regular network is

constructed in such a way that a newly joining VM selects a certain number of

VMs as its neighbors in order to equalize the degrees of each VM in the network.

By connecting newly joining VMs to the VMs with a lower degree, the network

can be approximated to a regular network.

The regular networks have the lowest communication efficiency because there

is no VM having higher degree. On the other hand, the connectivity of the regular

networks is high even when AVM and FVM occur since the number of lost links

is smaller than other degree distribution.
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Figure 3.3: Degree distribution of scale-free network.

3.3.1.3 Scale-Free Network

Almost all real-world networks such as the Internet, WorldWideWeb (WWW) [24]

and some social networks [25] are considered as instances of the scale-free network

whose degree distribution follows power-law as shown in Fig. 3.3. The power-law

degree distribution can be defined by the following equation.

pk ∝ k−γ, (3.6)

where γ is a parameter typically in the range (2 ≤ γ ≤ 3), which decides the

range of degree. A Barabási-Albert (BA) model [26] is considered as the most

famous method to construct a scale-free network. In this model, a newly joining

VM stochastically selects a certain number of VMs to construct links.

The work conducted in [10] proposed a virtual network based on the power-

law degree distribution, referred to as Phenix. This virtual network achieves

high tolerance to FVM, as well as communication efficiency since the existence

of several VMs having a quite high degree promotes the network connectivity

even under the effect of FVM. However, since malicious attackers target the VMs

having high degree, the performance of the networks drastically decreases when
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AVM occurs [27, 28, 29].

The aforementioned taxonomy indicates that there is no degree distribution

that achieves high tolerance to both AVM and FVM while keeping high commu-

nication efficiency. Therefore, we must derive an appropriate degree distribution.

3.3.1.4 Bimodal Network

Generally speaking, VMs having higher degree can promote the communication

efficiency of virtual networks because they can reduce the diameter of the net-

works [30]. However, VMs having higher degree than other VMs become potential

targets of malicious attackers because their breakdown affects the whole network

and drastically degrades the network connectivity. Thus, a broader degree distri-

bution such as scale-free distribution is intolerant to AVM. Indeed, the breakdown

of a few high degree VMs will disrupt the network, which results in the isolation of

VMs [30]. In order to construct a virtual network that is tolerant to AVM, a reg-

ular network with all VMs having a constant degree is the best choice [31]. While

a regular network cannot achieve high communication efficiency, it is possible to

improve the communication efficiency by increasing the average degree. However,

to achieve a higher average degree is difficult in large-scale virtual networks since

a significant amount of overhead for installation and operation is required.

From the aforementioned discussion, we can obtain the following knowledge

for improving the tolerance to both AVM and FVM while keeping high commu-

nication efficiency: (i) the limitation of the type of VMs (i.e., the limitation of

degree) and (ii) the existence of VMs having higher degree, and limitations of

their degree and number. In order to satisfy these conditions, we use a bimodal

network, which has a bimodal degree distribution. This network has mixed fea-

tures from both regular and scale-free networks to exploit their benefits in the

maximum way possible. As shown in Fig. 3.4, in bimodal degree distribution,
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Figure 3.4: Degree distribution of bimodal network.

there exist two types of VMs, i.e., many VMs having lower degree, referred to as

LDVM, and a few VMs having higher degree, referred to as HDVM. A bimodal

network can achieve high tolerance to AVM since the maximum degree of the

bimodal network is lower than that of the scale-free network, which results in

smaller network disruption attributed to AVM. In addition, communication effi-

ciency of bimodal networks is higher than regular networks since HDVMs reduce

the diameter of networks. Consequently, we can conclude that bimodal networks

inherit tolerance to the AVM from regular networks and communication efficiency

from scale-free networks.

Table 3.1 summarizes the characteristics of each network. Bimodal networks

have no weak point while other networks have at least one weak point. This

characteristic is very important for real virtual networks. Therefore, we study a

method to construct a virtual network based on the bimodal degree distribution.

The study of the bimodal degree distribution is carried out in complex network

theory and virtual network field.

In complex network theory, [32] is the first work on the bimodal degree dis-

tribution and it mathematically analyzed the loss of connectivity under random
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Table 3.1: Performance comparison of networks.
FVM Tolerance AVM Tolerance Communication

Efficiency
Random Network Good Not Good Bad
Regular Network Best Best Bad

Power-law Network Good Bad Best
Bimodal Network Better Better Better

VM removal such as FVM. Tanizawa et al. [33] extended the mathematical model

in the work [32] to analyze the tolerance to higher degree VM removal such as

AVM. The work conducted in [34] revealed the reason why the bimodal degree

distribution achieves higher tolerance to both FVM and AVM. Sonawane et al.

proposed an algorithm, which is used to change any degree distribution to the

desired bimodal degree distribution [35].

In virtual network field, the work conducted in [36, 37] proposed a mathe-

matical model to evaluate the connectivity of virtual networks by assuming that

networks have a bimodal degree distribution. In [38], the author presented an

emergence model of virtual network based on bimodal degree distribution. The

condition that virtual networks are tolerant to AVM and FVM is presented in [39].

Although a bimodal degree distribution is well researched by many researchers

so far, there is no study on an appropriate virtual network topology that is based

on bimodal degree distribution. Therefore, an optimal parameter for bimodal

degree distribution and an appropriate topology based on the parameter settings

are required.

3.3.2 Optimal Setting of Bimodal Degree Distribution

A virtual network based on the bimodal degree distribution makes it possible

to improve the performance in the environment where FVN occurs. However,

its performance depends on the parameters such as the number of HDVMs (or
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LDVMs) and the degree of HDVMs (or LDVMs). Therefore, we present optimal

parameter settings for the bimodal degree distribution.

According to the work [40], optimal parameters for maximizing the sum of

tolerance to AVM and FVM in bimodal degree distributions are given as follows.

In bimodal degree distribution, there are only two different types of VMs, i.e.,

HDVMs and LDVMs. HDVMs have a constant high degree kHD and LDVMs have

a constant low degree kLD. The relation between kHD and kLD, which optimizes

tolerance to both AVM and FVM, is expressed with the total number of VMs,

N , as

kHD =
√
NkLD. (3.7)

By using the above equation with the default value of kLD, we can decide an ideal

degree of HDVM. HDVMs and LDVMs should satisfy this degree constraint in

order to improve the tolerance to AVM.

On the other hand, since the total number of VMs, N , is the sum of the

number of HDVMs, NHD, and the number of LDVMs, NLD, the value of N can

be represented as

N = NHD +NLD = rN + (1− r)N, (3.8)

where r denotes the ratio of the number of HDVMs to the total number of VMs.

While a higher value of r improves the tolerance to FVM, the virtual network is

tolerant to AVM when we set r to a lower value. Since the value of r affects the

tolerance of virtual networks, an optimal value of r, which maximizes the sum of
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tolerance to AVM and FVM, is derived from statistical analysis as follows.

r =

(
A2

⟨k⟩N

) 3
4

, (3.9)

A =

{
2⟨k⟩2(⟨k⟩ − 1)2

2⟨k⟩ − 1

} 1
3

, (3.10)

where ⟨k⟩ denotes the average degree of the virtual network, which can be calcu-

lated as

⟨k⟩ =
∑
k∈K

kpk. (3.11)

Based on the aforementioned values, an optimal bimodal degree distribution, pk,

can be expressed with N and kLD, as

pk =


(1− r)N, if k = kLD,

rN, if k =
√
NkLD,

0, otherwise.

(3.12)

From the above equation, it is clear that the degree of LDVMs affects the network

performance. If we set a higher value as kLD, the virtual network achieves higher

tolerance and communication efficiency. On the other hand, a lower value of

kLD can reduce the overheads of installation and maintenance. In this thesis, we

assume that the value of kLD is 3.

Fig. 3.5 shows the impact of network size on the parameters of the bimodal

degree distribution, where the degree of LDVMs is set to 3. Fig. 3.5(a) and

Fig. 3.5(b) demonstrate the degree of HDVMs and the number of HDVMs, re-

spectively. From these graphs, we can confirm that both the degree of HDVMs

and number of HDVMs rise with the increase of network size. Also, we can

show that the ratio of growth decreases with the increase of network size. This
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Figure 3.5: Impact of network size on the parameters of bimodal degree distribu-
tion.

logarithmic-shaped function makes it possible to achieve higher tolerance to the

AVM even if virtual network size is large.

3.4 Optimized Virtual Network Topology

Although the previous section presents an optimal degree distribution, i.e., bi-

modal degree distribution, it cannot decide a unique virtual network topology.
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LDVM

ELDVM

Complete graph 

composed by HDVMs

Ring topology 

composed by LDVMs

Figure 3.6: An example of assumed virtual network topology.

Since virtual network topologies may affect the tolerance to FVN, this section

envisions an appropriate virtual network topology for improving the tolerance to

FVN, which is referred to as FAT-VN.

3.4.1 Topology Assumption

Here, we demonstrate the assumed virtual network topology. Fig. 3.6 shows the

assumed topology that is constructed based on the bimodal degree distribution.

In the assumed topology, the links can be classified into three categories, i.e., the

links between HDVMs, links between HDVMs and LDVMs, and links between

LDVMs. Each HDVM connects to the other HDVMs to construct a complete

graph since each HDVM acts as a hub to efficiently forward the data. Therefore,

the total number of links between HDVMs, lHD, is expressed as

lHD =
NHD(NHD − 1)

2
. (3.13)

Since the degree of HDVMs is limited, the total number of links between HDVMs

and LDVMs, lHDLD, is represented as

lHDLD = NHD{kHD − (NHD − 1)}. (3.14)
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Additionally, the number of links between LDVMs, lLD, is decided as

lLD =
NLDkLD − lHDLD

2
. (3.15)

Here, lHDLD is smaller than NLD when N ≫ kLD. This means that the number of

links between HDVMs and LDVMs is limited. Therefore, we assume that each

LDVM has one link to a HDVM, which can diminish the diameter of the virtual

network. Additionally, we assume that each LDVM connects to other LDVMs

to construct a ring topology, which gives an opportunity to get at least 2 links

for each LDVM. Since the number of links that are required to construct a ring

topology, lring, is equal to the number of LDVMs, NLD, and lLD > lring when

kLD ≥ 2 and N ≫ kLD, there exist some LDVMs having links to LDVMs, which

are not involved in constructing the ring topology. In this thesis, such LDVMs

and their links are called extra LDVMs (ELDVMs) and extra links, respectively.

Assuming that the degree of LDVMs is 3, the number of extra links, lELD, and

the number of ELDVMs, NELD, are decided as

lELD = lLD − lring =
NLD(kLD − 2)− lHDLD

2
. (3.16)

NELD = 2lELD = NLD(kLD − 2)− lHDLD. (3.17)

3.4.2 Topology Optimization

We assume the scenario where FVM occurs after all HDVMs are removed by

AVM as a FVN model. Fig. 3.7 shows the network after all HDVMs are removed

by AVM. Since the LDVMs (including ELDVMs) are randomly removed from

the network by the FVM, the location of ELDVMs may affect the tolerance

(i.e., network disruption probability). Consequently, we derive an appropriate

location of ELDVMs for maximizing the tolerance to the considered FVN model,
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LDVM

ELDVM

Figure 3.7: An example of virtual network after all HDVMs are removed by AVM.

i.e., minimizing the network disruption probability under the considered FVN

model.

First, we are interested in the appropriate location of the set of ELDVMs in

the virtual network having 1 extra link, i.e., the considered network consists of a

ring topology and 1 extra link. Fig. 3.8 depicts an example of a virtual network

having 1 extra link, i.e., there exist two ELDVMs. Let h1 be the hop count

between two ELDVMs via a path of ring topology, where 2≤h1≤(NLD/2). The

ring topology can be considered to be divided by ELDVMs into two segments,

w1 and w2, which are defined as h1 − 1 and NLD − h1 − 1, respectively. Since

the network can be disrupted by only removing two LDVMs, we consider the

scenario where two LDVMs are removed in a random manner. The network

disruption events can be classified into two cases, i.e., the network disruption by

the removal of any of the LDVMs after the removal of one of ELDVMs, and the

network disruption by the removal of any of the LDVMs after the removal of a

non-ELDVMs. In the considered scenario, the network disruption probability can
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: LDVM

: ELDVM

Figure 3.8: An example of virtual network having 1 extra link.

be expressed with h1 as

P (h1) =
2(NLD − 3)

NLD(NLD − 1)

+
(h1 − 1)(h1 − 1)− 1) + (NLD − h1 − 1)(NLD − h1 − 1)− 1)

NLD(NLD − 1)

=
2h1(h1 −NLD) + (NLD − 2)(NLD + 1)

NLD(NLD − 1)
. (3.18)

Since it is clear from the above equation that the network disruption probability is

a quadratic function of h1, the optimal value of h1, which minimizes the network

disruption probability, can be derived as.

hopt
1 = argmin

h1

P (h1) =
NLD

2
. (3.19)

Consequently, it can be concluded that LDVMs that are (NLD/2)-hops away

should be selected as ELDVMs.

The aforementioned analysis can be easily introduced to the networks having

multiple extra links as depicted in Fig. 3.9. In this network, non-ELDVMs are

divided into g = 2lELD segments by lELD extra links. Assuming that two LDVMs
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: ELDVM

Figure 3.9: An example of virtual network having multiple extra links.

are randomly removed, the probability of network disruption can be formulated

in a similar way as before by using the size of each segment as the following

equation.

P (hl) =

∑g−1
i=1 (wi + wi+1) + w1 + wg

NLD(NLD − 1)
+

∑g
i=1wi(wi − 1)

NLD(NLD − 1)

=
(NLD − g) +

∑g
i=1w

2
i

NLD(NLD − 1)
. (3.20)

Since there is a condition that the summation of wi is a constant value equal to

NLD− g, the network disruption probability will be the minimum value when the

segment size is equal in all segments, i.e., wi = NLD/g − 1.
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3.5 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed FAT-VN through ex-

tensive computer simulations programmed in Ruby [41]. We compare the perfor-

mance of FAT-VN with Phenix, which has the power-law degree distribution [10],

and a Bimodal-random, which is constructed based on the bimodal degree dis-

tribution in a random manner. By comparing with the topology constructed in

a random manner, the advantage of the proposed FAT-VN that considers the

optimal network topology can be obviously understood. Three different metrics

defined in [42, 43], i.e., (i) global network connectivity, (ii) local network connec-

tivity, and (iii) communication efficiency, are used to evaluate the performance

of the considered virtual networks.

3.5.1 Performance Comparison in Global Network Con-

nectivity

We evaluate the global connectivity of the virtual networks by using critical

threshold, Q, which quantifies how many VMs can be removed from a network

without disrupting the network. The value ofQ is given by the following equation.

Q =
Nth

N
, (0 ≤ f ≤ 1), (3.21)

where N denotes the number of VMs in the whole network, and Nth denotes the

number of VMs which can be removed from the network without the network

disruption. The value of Q closer to 1 indicates higher global connectivity.

Fig. 3.10 demonstrates the impact of network size on the critical threshold. We

consider two FVN models, i.e., a scenario where the VMs are randomly removed

by FVM and a scenario where FVM occurs after all HDVMs are removed by

AVM. The average degree of each network is set to 3 and the number of VMs is
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varied from 100 to 5000.
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(a) The impact of network size on critical threshold in case of
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Figure 3.10: Performance comparison in terms of global network connectivity in
different network sizes.

Fig. 3.10(a) shows the critical threshold in the case of FVM. The networks

which have bimodal degree distribution, i.e., the FAT-VN and bimodal-random,
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achieves higher performance, while the critical threshold of the Phenix, which

follows the power-law degree distribution, drastically decreases with increase in

the number of VMs. From this result, it is clear that the tolerance to FVM can

be improved by utilizing bimodal degree distribution.

Fig. 3.10(b) demonstrates the critical threshold in the case of AVM and FVM.

The performance of all networks is lower compared with in case of FVM since

the HDVMs are preferentially removed in this case. Although the critical thresh-

old of the Phenix drastically decreases, both the FAT-VN and bimodal-random

maintain their performance even when network size is larger. This is because

the number of HDVMs and degree of HDVMs are limited and set to adequate

values based on the network size in the FAT-VN and bimodal-random, while the

degree of HDVMs in the Phenix is too high when network size is large and the

number of HDVMs is proportional to the network size. In addition, the FAT-VN

achieves higher tolerance compared to the bimodal-random. This result clearly

demonstrates that the proposed network topology is effective in the scenarios

where both the AVM and FVM occur. Considering both scenarios, it is evident

that FAT-VN is, indeed, the most suitable virtual network.

3.5.2 Performance Comparison in Local Network Connec-

tivity

Local network connectivity is a suitable measure to evaluate the performance

of the disrupted network consisting of the surviving VMs after some VMs are

removed by FVN. If the network splits into a lot of smaller size networks, each

VM cannot connect to other VMs in the small network and is unable to find

the desired target resources, i.e., VMs or data. On the other hand, almost all

VMs can connect to other VMs and find the resources if the network splits into

a small number of larger size networks. Therefore, we evaluate the local network
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connectivity by using the maximum cluster ratio, S, which denotes the ratio of

the number of surviving VMs in the maximum cluster to the total number of

surviving VMs. This explains the reason that the maximum cluster ratio signifies

the impact of the network disruption on the number of available VMs. The

maximum cluster ratio, S, is defined by the number of VMs in the maximum

cluster, Nmc, and the number of surviving VMs, Nsurv, as

S =
Nmc

Nsurv

, (0 ≤ S ≤ 1). (3.22)

The value of S closer to 1 implies a higher local network connectivity, which also

means that many VMs remain free from the influence of network disruption.

Fig. 3.11 depicts the impact of VM removing ratio on the maximum cluster

ratio, which is obtained by the following simulation environments. In this simula-

tion, we consider two FVN models, i.e., a scenario where the VMs are randomly

removed by FVM and a scenario where HDVMs are preferentially removed by

AVM. The total number of VMs and the average degree are set to 103 and 3,

respectively. Additionally, the VM removing ratio varies from 0 to 0.1 in 0.005

increments.

Fig. 3.11(a) demonstrates the maximum cluster ratio in case of FVM. The

maximum cluster ratio in the Phenix is lower while the other networks achieve

almost maximum performance. This is because the Phenix has multiple VMs

having the lowest degree, i.e., 1, and these VMs are easily isolated from the

network. On the other hand, because the FAT-VN and Bimodal-random have

the bimodal degree distribution, a VM having the lowest degree connects to

at least three VMs. Consequently, these networks achieve higher local network

connectivity.

Fig. 3.11(b) shows the maximum cluster ratio in case of AVM. The Phenix

falls to an extremely low maximum cluster ratio with a progressive increase of
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(b) The impact of removing ratio on maximum cluster ratio in
case of AVM.

Figure 3.11: Performance comparison in terms of local network connectivity in
different scales of FVN.

the removing ratio. This is because almost all VMs having a lower degree con-

nect to the VMs having a higher degree, which are preferentially removed in

the AVM-prone environments. On the other hand, the FAT-VN and Bimodal-
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random achieve almost maximum performance, the same as in the case of FVM.

This is because these networks have enough connectivity to not be disrupted even

if there exist only VMs having a lower degree. From these results, it is clear that

the bimodal degree distribution is also effective for local network connectivity.

3.5.3 Performance Comparison in Communication Effi-

ciency

From the aforementioned results, we can conclude that FAT-VN is the best choice

on the issue of FVN because it achieves the highest tolerance in comparison to

the other networks. From here on, we study virtual networks from the point of

view of communication efficiency, and demonstrate that FAT-VN is as competent

as the Phenix. The communication efficiency is defined by the following equation.

E =
1

N(N − 1)

∑
i̸=j

1

dij
, (0 ≤ E ≤ 1), (3.23)

where dij is the hop count between the ith and jth VMs. Here, if there is no

available virtual links between two VMs, the hop count between them is infinitely

large, i.e., the inverse of the hop count is equal to zero. The maximum value

of E is 1, which implies a complete graph, and a larger value indicates higher

communication efficiency.

Since the VM removals due to the FVN increase the hop count and also

degrade the communication efficiency, here we investigate the impact of the re-

moving ratio on the communication efficiency, as shown in Fig. 3.12. This result

is obtained by the simulation with the same setting as in the evaluation of the

local network connectivity. A scenario where FVM happens and a scenario where

AVM occurs are considered to quantify the communication efficiency in the FVN-

prone environments. Each network consists of 103 VMs and the average degree
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is set to 3. The removing ratio varies from 0 to 0.1 in 0.005 increments.
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(a) The impact of removing ratio on communication efficiency in
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Figure 3.12: Performance comparison in terms of communication efficiency in
different scales of FVN.

Fig. 3.12(a) demonstrates the communication efficiency for different values of

the removing ratio in case of FVM. The Phenix achieves higher communication
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efficiency regardless of removing ratio in comparison with the other networks,

because there exist much more VMs having higher degree even when some VMs

are removed by FVM. On the other hand, the communication efficiency of FAT-

VN is higher than that of Bimodal-random because HDVMs construct a complete

graph in FAT-VN.

The communication efficiency in case of AVM is shown in Fig. 3.12(b). The

communication efficiency of FAT-VN drastically decreases up to 0.015 while the

decreasing ratio becomes lower from 0.015. This is because a large number of

links are removed up to 0.015 since the HDVMs are removed, and the number of

removed links is small from 0.015 because the LDVMs are removed. In contrast

to the FAT-VN, the communication efficiency of the Phenix gradually degrades

because there are many VMs having a high degree. From 0.04, the communication

efficiency of Phenix is lower than that of FAT-VN. This is because VMs having

high degree are still removed from Phenix while VMs having low degree are

removed from FAT-VN. From these results, it can be concluded that FAT-VN is

suitable as a virtual network in FVN-prone environments.

3.6 Summary

In this chapter, we have investigated the optimal virtual network topology for

improving both FVM and AVM tolerance. First, we have established stochas-

tic formulas for FVM and AVM, which can be modeled in terms of removing

VMs from the considered network by taking into account that the probability

of removing each VM is determined by the degree. By creating a taxonomy of

virtual networks based on the degree distribution, we have demonstrated that

the bimodal degree distribution is effective to a construct virtual network that is

tolerant to FVM and AVM. Additionally, an optimal network topology for im-

proving tolerance under the effect of both FVM and AVM, i.e., FAT-VN, was
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also proposed. Through extensive computer simulations, we have verified the

effectiveness of FAT-VN. In particular, we demonstrated that FAT-VN can of-

fer high network connectivity, which increases the tolerance to FVM and AVM,

thereby ensuring significantly higher communication efficiency in contrast with

the existing virtual networks.
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Chapter 4

A Method to Construct Virtual

Network based on Physical

Network Information

4.1 Introduction

In chapter 3, we presented an optimal virtual network topology, FAT-VN, that

is able to maximize the FVN tolerance while keeping high communication effi-

ciency. This chapter aims to propose a method to construct a virtual network

for improving the connectivity against FPN. This method and the constructed

virtual network are referred to as FAT-VN+.

This chapter initially discusses the impact of FPN on both physical and vir-

tual networks. Also, we reveal that FPN tolerance drastically changes with the

methods to a virtual network, and the reason why FAT-VN is intolerant to FPN.

Then, we demonstrate that the key point for improving FPN tolerance of virtual

networks is to utilize a physical network information, and also present two basic

ideas to construct FPN tolerant virtual networks. Furthermore, a novel method
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to construct a virtual network using the basis ideas, FAT-VN+, is proposed. We

construct mathematical models based on degree distribution in order to evaluate

the performance of FAT-VN+ and FAT-VN. Based on the constructed mathe-

matical models, the connectivity of FAT-VN+ against FPN is evaluated and the

effectiveness of FAT-VN+ is also confirmed by comparing it with FAT-VN.

Some parts of the content in this chapter are presented in the following papers,

which were written by the author of this dissertation.

• K. Suto, H. Nishiyama, N. Kato, K. Mizutani, O. Akashi, and A. Takahara,

“An Overlay-based Data Mining Architecture Tolerant to Physical Network

Disruptions,” IEEE Transactions on Emerging Topics in Computing, vol.

2, no. 3, pp. 292-301, Oct. 2014.

• K. Suto, H. Nishiyama, N. Kato, T. Nakachi, T. Fujii, and A. Takahara,

“Toward Integrating Overlay and Physical Networks for Robust Parallel

Processing Architecture,” IEEE Network, vol. 28, no. 4, pp. 40-45, Jul.-

Aug. 2014.

• K. Suto, H. Nishiyama, N. Kato, T. Nakachi, T. Fujii, and A. Takahara,

“An Overlay Network Construction Technique for Minimizing the Impact

of Physical Network Disruption in Cloud Storage Systems,” in Proc. of

ICNC, Feb. 2014, pp. 68-72.

4.2 Failures in Physical Network

In this section, we first describe the impact of FPN on devices in the considered

physical network. Then, we introduce a taxonomy of FPNs, which classifies FPNs

based on their probability and scale. Additionally, we mathematically define the

impact of FPN on the virtual networks.
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Edge router

Optical Switch

Base station

User device 

Physical Network
Access network

Fronthaul network

Backhaul network

Figure 4.1: An example of assumed physical network.

4.2.1 Impact of FPN on the Physical Network

In this thesis, we assume that the physical network is tree topology. Fig. 4.1 shows

the example of the assumed network, which is composed of access, fronthaul,

and backhaul networks. In access networks, Base Station (BS) or Access Point

(AP) provides communication services to multiple user devices by using mobile

radio systems such as Long Term Evolution (LTE) [44] and Wireless Fidelity

(WiFi) [45]. In these radio systems, users cannot connect to multiple BSs (or

APs) simultaneously. Thus, it can be said that access networks are tree topology.

Similarly, the common communication systems used in fronthaul and backhaul

networks such as Passive Optical Network (PoN) [46] also construct tree topology.

Therefore, we can assume that the considered physical network is tree topology.

In the tree topology, each child node connects to a single parent node while

each parent node has links to multiple child nodes. Therefore, in the considered

physical network, devices that connect to the failed device due to the FPN cannot

communicate to the other devices. For instance, in Fig. 4.1, if the base station

ceases to function due to the FPN, the user devices that are accommodated by

the failed base station cannot communicate to the other devices in the entire

physical network.
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The number of devices that will be less likely to be able to communicate due

to FPN, i.e., the scale of FPN, is different according to the failed devices and the

probability that FPN happens also depends on the type of devices. Therefore, we

explore the probability and scale of FPN in the entire physical network including

the access, fronthaul, backhaul, core, and data center networks. Here, FPN

taxonomy in data center networks is already demonstrated in the literature [47].

According to the work [47], device in physical networks may cease to function

due to various reasons, i.e., DoS attacks, hardware troubles, software bugs, and

so forth. For simplicity, this thesis mainly points out the hardware troubles and

the software bugs of devices in physical networks.

Fig. 4.2 shows the FPN taxonomy on the entire network based on their scales

and probability. Indeed, hardware troubles and software bugs are the main rea-

sons that many user devices such as smartphones and laptops are prone to failures.

The failure of the smartphones per annum is indicated to be around 10% in the

report by Square Trade [48], and this probability is stated to be much higher than

those associated with other network devices. Additionally, the user devices tend

to be temporarily unable to communicate due to their mobility. In the future

networking perspective, since Device-to-Device (D2D) communications such as

Wi-Fi Direct and Long Term Evolution D2D (LTE D2D) are likely to become

promising architectures for forming the user access networks [49, 50, 51], the

failure of the user devices with D2D continuations has an impact on the other

terminals/devices.

In access networks, user devices are rendered unable to communicate with

others due to the failure of the connected BS. Since the current BSs accommodate

few hundreds of user, the failure of BSs has a larger impact than that of user

devices. According to our survey, the Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF) of

the real BSs that is developed by the NTT DOCOMO is around 30, 000 hours [52].
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Figure 4.2: The network failures taxonomy based on scale and probability.

Consequently, the probability that the BSs cease to function due to the FPN is

considered much less than that of user devices.

While fronthaul and backhaul networks concentrate data traffic from access

networks, the core network associates the devices in these networks to provide

communication services between these networks. Thus, the failure of L3 switches

in the core network has the biggest impact on other devices. Additionally, the

MTBF of the optical L3 switch that is used for both the backhaul and core

networks ranges from 300, 000 to 800, 000 hours [53]. In general, because network

operator deploys a higher reliable switch in the core network, the probability of

the switch failing in the core network is lower than that in the fronthaul and

backhaul networks.

On the other hand, the data center network is composed of hundreds of thou-

sands of physical servers, where the number of servers will be increased in the

future. In addition, since each physical server runs hundreds of virtual servers by
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using virtualization technologies, it is expected that the impact of the failure of

L3 switches in the data center network is larger than that in the fronthaul and

backhaul networks. Furthermore, the scale of the failure of the physical servers

is situated between the user devices and BSs. Since the MTBF of the physical

servers is around 6, 000 hours [54], the probability of physical servers failing is

larger than that of BSs.

4.2.2 Impact of FPN on the Virtual Network

Since the devices that connect to the failed device are less likely to be able to

communicate in the physical network, the FPN causes numerous VMs to be

removed from the virtual network. The probability of removing each VM is

determined by the virtual network construction schemes. Therefore, we focus on

a virtual network that is constructed based on the random manner, i.e., FAT-VN,

and investigate VM removal probability, fk, which denotes the probability that

a VM having degree k will be removed from the virtual network.

As described in chapter 3, FAT-VN is an optimal virtual network topology

based on bimodal degree distribution, which is constructed based on the random

manner. In other words, the degree and location of VMs in the virtual network is

independent of the physical network information. Since VM is randomly selected

regardless of the degree and location of devices in the physical network, the FPN

causes VMs to be randomly removed from the virtual network regardless of their

degree and physical location as shown in Fig. 4.3. Therefore, the VM removal

probability in the FAT-VN, fFPN
k , can be expressed with the number of removed

nodes, NR, as follows.

fFPN
k =

NR

N
. (4.1)
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Figure 4.3: The impact of FPN on the virtual network that is constructed based
on random manner.

Since the numerous VMs are randomly removed from the virtual network in case

of the large-scale FPN, the virtual network is prone to be disrupted. Therefore,

we need to explore a method to construct a virtual network that achieves high

connectivity against FPN.

4.3 Utilization of Physical Topology Informa-

tion

In this section, we demonstrate the usage of physical topology information to

construct a virtual network that is tolerant to the FPN. First, we show the usage

of depth information in the physical network for selecting VMs having higher

degree, i.e., HDVMs, in the virtual network. Then, a strategy to select VMs

having lower degree, i.e., LDVM, is presented. This strategy can improve FPN

tolerance of virtual networks by considering neighbor information of devices in

the physical network.
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Table 4.1: The relationship between the depth of devices and the probability that
a device is unable to communicate in the tree-based physical network.

Type Depth Probability Probability that device
of device of device of FPN is unable to communicate

Edge router δ = 0 ϕ0 Φ0 = ϕ0

Optical switch δ = 1 ϕ1 Φ1 = ϕ0 + ϕ1

Base station δ = 2 ϕ2 Φ2 = ϕ0 + ϕ1 + ϕ2

User device δ = 3 ϕ3 Φ3 = ϕ0 + ϕ1 + ϕ2 + ϕ3

4.3.1 HDVM Mapping Strategy based on Depth Informa-

tion

Since we assume that the physical network is tree topology, all child devices of the

failed device are less likely to be able to communicate to the others in the physical

network. Therefore, the probability that a device will be unable to communicate

due to the FPN is proportional to the depth of the device in the physical network

as shown in Table 4.1. Let ϕδ be the probability that a δ-depth device ceases

to function, i.e., the probability of FPN of δ-depth device. The probability that

a δ-depth device will not be able to communicate due to any FPN, Φδ, can be

expressed with sum of ϕi for i ≤ δ, as follows.

Φδ =
δ∑

i=0

ϕi. (4.2)

From the above equation, it is clear that the probability Φδ becomes higher

with the increase in the depth of devices. Since the HDVMs are much important

than LDVMs due to their high connectivity, the devices that are close to the root

device, i.e., low depth, should be selected as HDVMs. This results in low prob-

ability that HDVMs will be removed by the FPN. Fig. 4.4 shows an example of

the HDVM mapping strategy based on the depth information in physical network
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Figure 4.4: An example of our considered HDVM mapping strategy based on the
depth information.

when the number of HDVMs is 4.

4.3.2 LDVM Mapping Strategy based on Neighbor Infor-

mation

This subsection presents a LDVM mapping strategy. This mapping strategy uti-

lizes neighbor information to achieve higher connectivity even when FPN occurs.

In order to keep the connectivity of the post-FPN virtual networks, it is

required to reduce the link loss of the surviving VMs. Therefore, we need to

obtain a condition of the post-FPN virtual networks, where each surviving VM

connects to the other surviving VMs as far as possible. In other words, each

removed VM has a lot of links to the other removed VMs as far as possible.

In order to approach this ideal condition, our strategy preferentially selects the

devices whose hop count is low in the physical network as the neighbor LDVMs

in the virtual network. With this selection strategy, the virtual network can be

divided into sub networks that are composed of VMs running on devices that
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Figure 4.5: An example of our considered LDVM mapping strategy based on the
neighbor information.

are located in the same segment. For instance, the red virtual subnetwork is

composed of VMs of devices in the red segment in the physical network, as shown

in Fig. 4.5. When the FPN occurs, the virtual subnetwork is removed and each

VM in the subnetwork has much more intra-links, i.e., links in the subnetwork,

in comparison with the inter-links, i.e., links between the virtual subnetworks.

For instance, in the Fig. 4.5, surviving VMs lost only six links even when the red

virtual subnetwork is removed by the FPN. Consequently, our strategy can keep

the connectivity of the post-FPN virtual network.

4.4 A Centralized Method to Construct Virtual

Network

Here, we propose a method to construct a virtual network based on the aforemen-

tioned usage of physical network information. Our proposed method is referred

to as FAT-VN+, which consists of two procedures: (i) initial setup procedure
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Table 4.2: Database of management server.
Parameter Variable

Predefined degree of LDVM kLD
Ideal degree of HDVM kHD

Ideal number of LDVMs NLD

Ideal number of HDVMs NHD

Total number of VMs N
Virtual network ID of each VM vi ∈ V

Type of each VM tvi
Current degree of each VM |kvi|
Current number of LDVMs |NLD|
Current number of HDVMs |NHD|

Topology information C
IP address of each VM di

Physical network Hop count from root to each VM hroot
di

or hroot
vi

Hop count between any VMs h
dj
di

or h
vj
vi

and (ii) VM joining procedure. These procedures are executed by a management

server. While a service provider executes an initial setup procedure when it starts

the ICT service using the virtual network, VM joining procedure is periodically

executed when a VM joins in the network in order to maintain the virtual network

topology in an optimal state. In order to execute these procedures, a management

server stores the information summarized in table 4.2 in its database, where the

degree of LDVM, kLD is set by the service provider in advance.

4.4.1 Initial Setup Procedure

Procedure 1 shows the initial setup procedure, which is executed by a manage-

ment server when starting the service. Additionally, we assume that the IP

addresses of joining VMs are given in advance.

First, the management server obtains the total number of VMs, N , by count-

ing IP address up. Then, the management server calculates the ideal parameters

in the virtual network, i.e., the degree of HDVMs, kHD, the number of LDVMs,
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Procedure 1 Initial Setup Procedure

1: Given: degree of LDVM, kLD, and IP address of each VM, di
2: Calculate the total number of joining VMs, N
3: Derive ideal parameters, kHD, NLD, and NHD, by calculating (3.12) with kLD

and N
4: Decide a virtual network topology, C, based on the ideal parameters
5: HDVM mapping phase based on depth information /* Select VMs having

lower value of hroot
di

as HDVMs */
6: LDVM mapping phase based on neighbor information /* Select VMs having

lower value of h
dj
di

as neighbor LDVMs */
7: Update information in its database

NLD, and that of HDVMs, NHD, by calculating (3.12) with kHD and N . Based

on the calculated parameters, it constructs the virtual network topology. Hence,

the constructed virtual network follows the optimal parameters. Here, the vir-

tual network topology is represented with the adjacency matrix, C, where each

matrix element cvivj denotes the link information between the VMs, vi and vj,

i.e., there exists a link between vi and vj if cvivj = 1. Additionally, the manage-

ment server updates the current degree of each VM, |kvi|, the current number

of LDVMs, |NLD|, and that of HDVMs, |NHD|, based on the constructed virtual

network topology.

After setting up the virtual network topology, the management server at-

tempts to decide the location (or ID, vi) and type of each VM, tvi , in the virtual

network based on the IP address of each VM, di, in the physical network. In

other words, it decides the relation between the virtual and physical networks.

In order to optimally decide ID and type of each VM, the management server

executes the procedure consisting of two phases, i.e., (i) HDVM mapping phase

and (ii) LDVM mapping phase, which are described as follows:

(i) HDVM mapping phase – The HDVM mapping phase aims to select appro-

priate HDVMs by considering the depth of VMs in the physical network. The

management server initially calculates hop counts from a root device to all VMs
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in the physical network by using the IP address of all VMs. In other words, the

management server derives hroot
di

for all di. Then, it selects |NHD| VMs, which have

a lower value of hroot
di

compared with the other VMs, as HDVMs. Additionally, it

allocates the ID of HDVMs to the selected VMs.

(ii) LDVM mapping phase – Following the HDVM mapping phase, the man-

agement server starts the LDVM mapping phase, in which neighbor LDVMs are

selected based on the hop count between any VMs in the physical network. First,

the management server calculates hop counts between any VMs in the physical

network for all cases. Therefore, it obtains the h
dj
di

for any di and dj. After that,

it randomly selects a VM, di, as a LDVM, vi, and then selects VM, dj, which

has the lowest value of h
dj
di
, as a neighbor LDVM of vi. This procedure continues

until all IDs are assigned to VMs. Finally, the management server updates the

information in its database.

4.4.2 VM Joining Procedure

If the manager server receives the participation request from a new joining VM,

it executes the VM joining procedure as shown in procedure 2. This procedure

aims to establish virtual links of new joining VM while keeping the optimal virtual

network topology.

First, the management server stores the IP address of a newly joining VM,

di, which is included in the request message of new joining VM. Additionally,

it increments the total number of VMs, N , and the current number of LDVMs,

|NLD| since the newly joining VM becomes LDVM. Next, it attempts to allocate

an ID of a newly joining VM, where an unused ID, vi, in list of IDs, V , is assigned

to a newly joining VM. Additionally, tvi is set to 0, which indicates that the type

of newly joining VM is LDVM. In order to set up the virtual links to optimally

select neighbor VMs, the management server executes the procedure consisting of
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Procedure 2 VM joining procedure

1: Store IP address of a newly joining VM, di, in its database and Update N
and |NLD|

2: Decide ID of a newly joining VM, vi ∈ V
3: Insertion phase /* Construct two virtual links to LDVMs that are closed in

physical network */
4: Expansion phase /* Construct additional virtual links to closed HDVM or

the LDVMs while kLD > |kvi| */
5: Calculate NHD based on (3.12) with the updated N and kLD
6: if NHD > |NHD| then
7: HDVM selection phase /* Select a LDVM that is closed to root device in

the physical network as a new HDVM and reconstruct the virtual network
topology */

8: end if
9: Update information in its database

two phases, i.e., (i) insertion phase and (ii) expansion phase, which are described

as follows:

(i) Insertion phase – The objective of the insertion phase is to establish two

virtual links from the newly joining VM to VMs that are closed to the newly

joining VM in the physical network. First, in order to select a neighbor VM of

the newly joining VM, vi, the management server attempts to find a VM, vn1,

whose hop count to vi is the lowest in the physical network, i.e., vn1 is selected

based on the following equation.

vn1 = argmin
vj∈V,i ̸=j

hvi
vj

(4.3)

Next, the management server selects another VM, vn2, as another neighbor VM

of vi. The VM, vn2, is selected from neighbor VMs of vn1 and also needs to be

close to vi in the physical network. Assume that vjn1 ∈ Vn1 is the neighbor VMs
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of vn1, vn2 can be selected based on the following equation.

vn2 = argmin
vjn1∈Vn1

hvjn1
vn1

(4.4)

The management server inserts vi into the link between vn1 and vn2. In this

vein, it breaks the existing link and creates new two links from vi to vn1 and

vn2, respectively. After creating the links, the management server updates the

topology information, i.e., cvn1vn2 = 0, cvivn1 = 1, and cvivn2 = 1. Additionally, it

increments the degree of vi, i.e., |kvi| = 2.

(ii) Expansion phase – Following the insertion phase, the management server

moves to the expansion phase, in which it establishes virtual links as long as

|kvi| is lower than kLD or the candidates for the neighbor VMs exist. First, the

management server attempts to establish the link between vi and a HDVM, vHD
i ,

which is closest to vi in the physical network if |kvHD
i

| is lower than kHD. Here,

vHD
i is given by the following equation.

vHD
i = argmin

vj∈V,i ̸=j,tvj=1
hvj
vi

(4.5)

Then, the management server creates a candidate list, V = {v1, v2, . . . , v|V |},

where LDVMs having a lower degree than kLD are selected as candidates. From

the candidate list, V , the management server selects a VM, vne, which is far

from vi, and creates links between vi and vne, where degree of vi and that of

vne are incremented, and vne is removed from V . This procedure continues while

|kvi| < kLD or V ̸= ∅.

After creating the links of the newly joining VM, the management server

attempts to maintain the degree distribution of virtual network in an optimal

state because the ideal number of HDVMs, NHD, changes according to the increase

of joining VMs. Therefore, it calculates the value of NHD by using (3.12) with
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the updated N and kLD. If the ideal number of HDVMs is larger than the current

number of HDVMs, i.e., NHD > |NHD|, it executes HDVM selection phase, which

is described as follows:

(iii) HDVM selection phase – In this phase, the management server initially

finds a LDVM, vNHD, which is close to the root device in the physical network.

The LDVM, vNHD, will be new HDVM and can be selected by calculating the

following equation.

vNHD = argmin
vi∈V,tvi=0

hroot
vi

(4.6)

Then, the management server breaks the existing links of vNHD. It creates the

links between vNHD and other HDVMs in order to construct complete graph.

Additionally, it finds LDVMs that are closed to vNHD in the physical network and

creates new links between vNHD and these LDVMs. In this situation, some VMs

do not satisfy their degree temporarily. However, the virtual network gradually

satisfies the degree of such VMs with the participation of other VMs. Finally, it

updates the changed information in its database.

4.5 Analysis on Virtual Network Connectivity

In this section, we mathematically analyze the connectivity of the virtual net-

work in the environment where FPN occurs. The objective of this analysis is to

derive the following performance metrics: (i) connectivity after FPN occurs, (ii)

connectivity after FPN and FVM occur, (iii) connectivity after FPN and AVM

occur, and (iv) number of available VMs after FPN occurs. The performance

metrics can be derived through the following steps: (i) modeling of a probability

that VMs are removed from the virtual networks by failures, (ii) formulating the

degree distribution of post-failure virtual networks.
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4.5.1 VM Removal Probability

The FPN causes numerous VMs to be removed from the virtual network and

the probability that a VM is removed differs depending on the virtual network

construction schemes. Therefore, we model the VM removal probability in virtual

networks that are constructed based on the existing and proposed construction

schemes, i.e., FAT-VN and FAT-VN+, respectively. Here, we define the VM

removal probability, fk, which denotes the probability that a VM with degree k

will be removed from the virtual network.

In the existing scheme, since neighboring VMs are randomly selected regard-

less of their location in physical network, a single FPN causes VMs to be randomly

removed from the virtual network regardless of their type and location. Conse-

quently, the VM removal probability in the virtual network that is constructed in

the existing scheme, fFPN
k , can be expressed with the number of removed VMs,

NR, as follows.

fFPN
k =

NR

N
. (4.7)

On the other hand, in the proposed construction scheme, VMs that are close to

each other in the physical network become neighbor VMs in the virtual network.

Therefore, FPN removes a cluster, which is composed of the neighbor VMs, from

the virtual network. In order to simplify the analysis, the original virtual network

can be classified into sets of surviving and removed VMs, S andR, respectively, as

shown in Fig. 4.6. With this classification, we can regard the set of removed VMs,

R, as a virtual node having degree kvn. Therefore, the VM removal probability

in the virtual network that is constructed based on the proposed construction
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: Set of removed VMs

(or virtual node with degree )

: HDVM

: LDVM

: ELDVM

: Set of surviving VMs

: Links between surviving VMs 

and removed VMs

: Degree distribution in 

: Number of surviving HDVMs

: Number of surviving LDVMs

: Number of surviving ELDVMs

: Degree distribution in 

: Number of removed HDVMs

: Number of removed LDVMs

: Number of removed ELDVMs

: Degree distribution of altered virtual network

Figure 4.6: An analytical model of the impact of FPN on the virtual network
that is constructed by the proposed scheme, and notations defined in the model.

scheme, fFPN+
k , can be defined as follows.

fFPN+
k =

 1, if k = kvn,

0, otherwise.
(4.8)

Due to this virtualization, the degree distribution of the original virtual net-

work, pk, which is described as (3.12) in chapter 3, gets altered. Let NS
HD and NS

LD

denote the number of surviving HDVMs and that of surviving LDVMs (including

ELDVMs), where the total number of VMs is expressed as the sum of NS
HD, N

S
LD,

and the number of virtual node, i.e., 1. Therefore, the degree distribution of the
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altered virtual network, p̃FPN+
k , can be expressed as follows.

p̃FPN+
k =



1/(NS
HD +NS

LD + 1), if k = kvn,

NS
HD/(N

S
HD +NS

LD + 1), if k = kHD,

NS
LD/(N

S
HD +NS

LD + 1), if k = kLD,

0, otherwise.

(4.9)

Moreover, supposed that the degree of LDVMs is 3 and the number of removed

VMs is less than half of the total number of VMs in the original virtual network,

degree of virtual node, kvn, is expressed as the sum of links between the sets

of S and R, L. Additionally, as shown in Fig. 4.7, links L can be classified

into four kinds of links as follows: (i) the links between the removed HDVMs

and surviving HDVMs, (ii) the links between the surviving LDVMs and removed

HDVMs, (iii) the links between the surviving ELDVMs and removed ELDVMs,

and (iv) the links between the surviving LDVMs and removed LDVMs. Therefore,

kv is formulated as follows.

kvn = NS
HDN

R
HD +

[
NR

HD{kHD − (NHD − 1)} −NR
LD

]
+NR

ELD + 2. (4.10)

In order to derive the degree distribution after FPN occurs, we need to quan-

tify the link loss probability of each surviving VM, qFPN+
k , which indicates the

probability that a VM having degree k loses a link. Since the surviving HDVMs

lose the links to removed HDVMs, the number of lost links in the case of the sur-

viving HDVMs is given as NS
HDN

R
HD. On the other hand, surviving LDVMs (or

ELDVMs) lose the links to removed HDVMs, the links to removed ELDVMs, and

the links to removed edge LDVMs. Therefore, the number of lost links in the case

of the surviving LDVMs is decided as
[
NR

HD{kHD−(NHD−1)}−NR
LD

]
+NR

ELD+2.
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: Set of removed VMs

(or virtual node with degree ): Set of surviving VMs

: HDVM

: LDVM

: ELDVM

: Link between surviving HDVM and removed HDVM

: Link between surviving LDVM and removed HDVM

: Links between surviving ELDVM and removed ELDVM

: Link between surviving LDVM and removed LDVM  

which constructs a ring topology

Figure 4.7: Types of links between surviving VMs and removed VMs.

Consequently, the link loss probability due to the FPN in the FAT-VN+, qFPN+
k ,

can be formulated as follows.

qFPN+
k =


NS

HDNR
HD

kHDNS
HD

, if k = kHD,[
NR

HD{kHD−(NHD−1)}−NR
LD

]
+NR

ELD+2

kLDNS
LD

, if k = kLD,

0, otherwise.

(4.11)

4.5.2 Connectivity of FAT-VN

Here, we derive the connectivity of FAT-VN. In order to quantify the connectivity,

we use critical threshold, which is defined in (3.21).

At first, we derive the critical threshold of FAT-VN when a single FPN oc-

curs, QFPN. In other words, we quantify how many VMs can be removed by a

single FPN without network disruption. As described in (4.7), the VM removal

probability in FAT-VN has the same value regardless of the degree of VMs, which

indicates that the FPN randomly removes VMs from the virtual network. There-
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fore, the value of QFPN can be formulated by using the percolation threshold in

the case of random removal in [33].

QFPN = 1− 1

⟨k⟩2/⟨k⟩ − 1
, (4.12)

where ⟨k⟩ denotes the average degree of the virtual network.

Then, we construct a mathematical model to evaluate the critical threshold

of post-FPN FAT-VN when two kinds of FVNs, i.e., FVM and AVM, occur. To

derive the critical threshold in this case, we first derive the degree distribution of

FAT-VN after FPN, pFPNk , which can be expressed as the sum of the probability

that VMs with degree i become VMs with degree k after VMs are removed by

the VM removal probability, fFPN
i , where k ≤ i. Thus, we have

pFPNk =


∑

i=0(f
FPN
i )ipFPNi,S , if k = 0,∑

i=k

 i

k

 (fFPN
i )i−k(1− fFPN

i )kpFPNi,S , otherwise,
(4.13)

where pFPNi,S is the degree distribution of FAT-VN consisting of surviving VMs

before the links between surviving and removed VMs are removed, and is given

as follows.

pFPNi,S =
(1− fFPN

i )pi
1−

∑
j f

FPN
j pj

. (4.14)

When there exist the VMs whose degree is 0, the virtual network is disrupted.

Therefore, if pFPN0 ≥ 1, the critical threshold of post-FPN virtual network in case

of FVM, QFPNFVM, can be formulated as follows.

QFPNFVM = 0. (4.15)
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When pFPN0 < 1, VMs are randomly removed from the post-FPN virtual network

due to the FVM. Therefore, we have

QFPNFVM = 1− 1

(⟨k⟩FPN)2/⟨k⟩FPN − 1
, (4.16)

where ⟨k⟩FPN denotes the average degree of the post-FPN virtual network and the

value of ⟨k⟩FPN can be calculated based on the degree distribution of post-FPN

virtual network, pFPNk .

On the other hand, in case of AVM, the VMs having higher degree are pref-

erentially removed from the post-FPN virtual network. Therefore, we use the

percolation threshold in the case of degree-dependent removal in [33] to evaluate

the critical threshold of post-FPN virtual network when AVM occurs, QFPNAVM.

When pFPN0 < 1, the value of QFPNAVM can be expressed as follows.

QFPNAVM = α⟨k⟩FPN −
|K|FPN∑

k=|K|FPNAVM

(k − 1)pFPNk , (4.17)

where |K|FPN and |K|FPNAVM denote the maximum degree of degree distribution

pFPNk before AVM occurs and the maximum degree of degree distribution pFPNk

after AVM occurs, respectively. Additionally, the value of α is defined as follows.

α = 1− 1

(⟨k̃⟩FPN)2/⟨k̃⟩FPN − 1
, (4.18)

where ⟨k̃⟩FPN is the average degree of degree distribution pFPNk from 0 to |K|FPNAVM.

Note that QFPNAVM = 0 when pFPN0 < 1.
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4.5.3 Connectivity of FAT-VN+

Here, we derive the connectivity of FAT-VN+ in three scenarios, i.e., when FPN

occurs, when FVM occurs after FPN, and when AVM occurs after FPN.

First, we construct a mathematical model to evaluate the critical threshold of

FAT-VN+ when a single FPN occurs, QFPN+. Since the FPN removes the cluster

from the virtual network, the VM removal probability in FAT-VN+, fFPN+
k , is

defined as shown in (4.8). Based on fFPN+
k , the degree distribution of virtual

network after FPN occurs, pFPN+
k , can be expressed as the sum of the probability

that VMs with degree i become VMs with degree k after VMs are removed. Since

the links between the sets of S and R, L, are removed by the link loss probability,

qFPN+
i , pFPN+

k can be formulated as follows.

pFPN+
k =


∑

i=0(q
FPN+
i )ipFPN+

i,S , if k = 0,∑
i=k

 i

k

 (qFPN+
i )i−k(1− qFPN+

i )kpFPN+
i,S , otherwise,

(4.19)

where pFPN+
i,S is the degree distribution of the virtual network consisting of sur-

viving VMs before the links L are removed. Since the virtual node with degree

kvn is removed from the virtual network, pFPN+
i,S can be defined as follows.

pFPN+
i,S =


NS

HD/(N
S + 1), if k = kHD,

NS
LD/(N

S + 1), if k = kLD,

0, otherwise.

(4.20)

When there exist the VMs whose degree is 0, the virtual network is disrupted. In

other words, the virtual network is disrupted due to the FPN when pFPN+
0 ≥ 1.

Since the critical threshold indicates how many VMs can be removed from a

network without disrupting the virtual network, it can be derived by calculating
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the number of removed VMs, NFPN+
R , when pFPN+

0 ≥ 1. Therefore, the value of

QFPN+ can be formulated as follows.

QFPN+ =
NFPN+

R

N
. (4.21)

Then, we derive the critical threshold of post-FPN virtual network when FVM

occurs, QFPNFVM+, in the same way as FAT-VN. If the number of removed VMs

due to the FPN, i.e., the scale of FPN, is larger than NFPN+
R , the virtual network

is disrupted due to FPN. Therefore, if the scale of FPN is larger than NFPN+
R ,

we can obtain QFPNFVM+ = 0. Otherwise, VMs are randomly removed from the

post-FPN virtual network due to the FVM. Therefore, the critical threshold of

post-FPN FAT-VN+ when FVM occurs, QFPNFVM+, is given with the average

degree of the post-FPN virtual network, ⟨k⟩FPN+, as follows.

QFPNFVM+ = 1− 1

(⟨k⟩FPN+)2/⟨k⟩FPN+ − 1
. (4.22)

On the other hand, in case of AVM, if the scale of FPN is smaller than NFPN+
R ,

the critical threshold of post-FPN FAT-VN+ when AVM occurs, QFPNAVM+ can

be expressed with the maximum degree in degree distribution pFPN+
k before AVM

occurs, |K|FPN+, and the maximum degree in degree distribution pFPN+
k after

AVM occurs, |K|FPNAVM+, as follows.

QFPNAVM+ = α⟨k⟩FPN+ −
|K|FPN+∑

k=|K|FPNAVM+

(k − 1)pFPN+
k , (4.23)

where the value of α can be given as follows.

α = 1− 1

(⟨k̃⟩FPN+)2/⟨k̃⟩FPN+ − 1
, (4.24)
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where ⟨k̃⟩FPN+ is the average degree in degree distribution pFPN+
k from 0 to

|K|FPNAVM+.

4.5.4 Number of Available VMs

Here, we present a mathematical model to evaluate the number of available VMs

in the virtual networks after FPN occurs, NAVL.

The FPN removes VMs from the virtual network, which results in network

disruption. If the network is disrupted, there are multiple clusters in the virtual

network. The divided clusters can be classified into giant cluster, which has

maximum number of VMs after FPN, and other smaller clusters [55]. The smaller

clusters can be also classified into a cluster composed by a single VM (shortly

referred to as the “single-VM cluster”) and a cluster composed by more than one

VMs (shortly referred to as the “multiple-VMs clusters”). The ratio of the VMs

that belong to the single-VM clusters is expressed as the probability that there

exists VMs with degree 0 after FPN occurs, p′0. Additionally, the ratio of the

VMs that belong to multiple-VMs clusters is expressed as
∑∞

k=1 p
′
k(uk)

k, where

uk denotes the average probability that a link connected to a VM with degree

k leads to another VM that does not belong to the giant cluster. Consequently,

giant cluster ratio, Gc, can be formulated as follows.

Gc = 1− p′0 −
K∑
k=1

p′k(uk)
k. (4.25)

Additionally, we assume that only VMs in a giant cluster continue the ser-

vice because VMs in smaller clusters cannot find the desired VMs or contents.

Therefore, the number of available VMs in the virtual networks after FPN occurs,
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NAVL, can be expressed with giant cluster ratio, Gc, as follows.

NAVL = NS(1− p′0 −
K∑
k=1

p′k(uk)
k). (4.26)

For instance, we can obtain the number of available VMs in FAT-VN+ after FPN

occurs by calculating the above equation with degree distribution of FAT-VN+

after FPN, pFPN+
k .

4.6 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed FAT-VN+ through

numerical calculation using the aforementioned mathematical formulas. We com-

pare the performance of FAT-VN+ with FAT-VN, which is described in chapter

3. By comparing with the existing construction scheme based on random man-

ner, the advantage of the proposed FAT-VN+ that considers an optimal method

to construct virtual network based on the physical network information can be

obviously understood. Two different metrics defined in [42, 55], i.e., (i) max-

imum number of removable VMs without network disruption and (ii) number

of available VMs are used to evaluate the performance of the considered virtual

networks.

4.6.1 Performance Comparison in Maximum Number of

Removable VMs

Here, we evaluate the maximum number of removable VMs without network

disruption, NMR. Since NMR indicates how many VMs can be removed from a

network without disrupting the network, the value of NMR can be calculated by

using critical threshold, Q, which can be derived based on the aforementioned
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Figure 4.8: Connectivity improvement against FPN in FAT-VN+.

mathematical expressions. NMR is represented with the number of VMs before

VM removal, N , and critical threshold, Q, as follows.

NMR = QN, (4.27)

The value of NMR closer to N∗ indicates much higher connectivity.

Fig. 4.8 demonstrates the improvement of the maximum number of removable

VMs when a single FPN occurs. The physical network is tree topology and the

average degree of each virtual network is set to 3 and the number of VMs is

varied from 1000 to 100000. It can be shown that FAT-VN+ achieves higher

connectivity against FPN regardless of the virtual network size. This is because,

in FAT-VN, the probability that the surviving VMs have links to the removed

VMs is higher because the VMs are randomly removed. In contrast to this, in

FAT-VN+, the surviving VMs do not have links to the removed VMs by choosing

closed VMs in the physical network as neighbor VMs in the virtual network.

Fig. 4.9 shows the number of removable VMs by FVM when the number of
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Figure 4.9: Number of removable VMs by FVM in post-FPN virtual networks.

removed VMs by FPN changes. In this result, the average degree of each virtual

network is set to 3 and the number of VMs is set to 1000. Additionally, we change

the number of removed VMs by FPN from 10 to 200 in 10 increments, in order

to evaluate the impact of scale of FPN on the connectivity of virtual networks.

Both virtual networks decrease the number of removable VMs with the increase

in the number of removed VMs by FPN. However, the performance of FAT-VN

drastically decreases with the increase of the number of removed VMs and it

becomes 0 from 100 because FAT-VN is disrupted with the removal of 100 VMs.

On the other hand, our proposed FAT-VN+ gradually decreases the performance

because connectivity of FAT-VN+ after FPN is still high, i.e., the surviving VMs

have a lot of links in FAT-VN+ even when FPN occurs. Consequently, form this

result, we obviously understand the effectiveness of our proposed FAT-VN+ when

both FPN and FVM occur.

Fig. 4.10 depicts the number of removable VMs by AVM when the number

of removed VMs by FPN changes. This result is obtained by the numerical
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Figure 4.10: Number of removable VMs by AVM in post-FPN virtual networks.

calculation with the same setting as in the Fig. 4.9. Since AVM has a bigger

impact on the connectivity of virtual networks, the number of removable VMs

is lower in comparison with the case of FVM. Additionally, for the same reason

in case of FVM, the decrease ratio of FAT-VN+ is lower than that of FAT-

VN. Therefore, form this result, we obviously understand the effectiveness of our

proposed FAT-VN+ when both FPN and FVM occur. All cases considered, we

can conclude that FAT-VN+ is effective to improve the connectivity against FPN.

4.6.2 Performance Comparison in Number of Available

VMs

If the virtual network splits into a lot of smaller size networks, referred to as

clusters, each VM cannot connect to VMs in other clusters and is unable to find

the desired target resources, i.e. VMs or data. Therefore, we evaluate the number

of available VMs, NAVL, in the virtual networks after FPN occurs by using the

mathematical formulas (4.25) and (4.26). The maximum value of NAVL is NS,
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Figure 4.11: Assumed physical network for numerical calculation.

which means that all surviving VMs can connect to each other.

In this numerical calculation, we assume the following situation. The physical

network is tree topology consisting of edge router, optical switches, base stations,

and user terminals, as shown in Fig. 4.11. In the physical network, An edge

router connects to 5 optical switches and each optical switch accommodates 10

base stations. Additionally, each base station accommodates 200 user terminals.

There exist 10000 devices except an edge router and VMs of these devices join

to the virtual networks. In other words, the number of VMs in virtual networks

is 10000. Here, average degree of virtual networks is set to 3. In this setting,

we evaluate the number of available VMs after FPN occurs, where we consider

different scale of FPN, i.e., small scale FPN and Large scale FPN. In the small

scale FPN, a base station ceases to function and thus 2% VMs are removed from

virtual networks. On the other hand, an optical switch ceases to function to

model the large scale FPN and 20% VMs are removed from virtual networks

in this model. Additionally, we consider two virtual networks, i.e., FAT-VN+

and FAT-VN in order to confirm the effectiveness of the proposed FAT-VN+ by

comparing the performance of FAT-VN+ with FAT-VN.
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Figure 4.12: Number of available VMs in different FPN scenarios.

Fig. 4.12 demonstrates the number of available VMs in different FPN scenar-

ios. While the number of available VMs in the existing virtual network represents

lower value, the proposed virtual network achieves maximum number of available

VMs regardless of the scale of FPN. This is because the proposed virtual network

is not disrupted since the removed VMs are located in the same area in the virtual

network. Moreover, the proposed network attains much better performance in

the larger scale scenario. Indeed, the improvement ratio in the small scale FPN

is 1% and the proposed virtual network improves the performance by 13% in the

large scale FPN. Consequently, we can confirm the effectiveness of the proposed

method to construct virtual networks.

4.7 Summary

In this chapter, we investigated a method to construct a virtual network based

on physical network information for improving FPN tolerance. First, we demon-

strated that the relationship between the VM locations in virtual and physical
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networks affects the FPN tolerance. By clarifying the impact of this relationship

on the FPN tolerance, we presented that the key strategy for improving the FPN

tolerance is to utilize the physical network information. Additionally, a method

to construct a virtual network using physical network information, FAT-VN+,

was proposed. Through numerical calculations, we confirm the effectiveness of

FAT-VN+. In particular, the numerical results demonstrated that FAT-VN+

achieves maximum connectivity against FPN, which means that the virtual net-

work is not disrupted by FPN. We also showed that the FAT-VN+ achieves high

connectivity even when both FPN and FVN occur.
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Chapter 5

Fault Tolerant Big Data Mining

Architecture

5.1 Introduction

Highly scalable big data mining architecture has not been well studied in spite of

the fact that big data mining provides many valuable and important information

for us. Since the conventional architecture, where a master VM manages the

data mining functions, is intolerant to failures, we envision a novel data mining

architecture, where the data mining functions are fully distributed and man-

aged by utilizing the virtual networks. Additionally, we propose a decentralized

method to construct a virtual network that is tolerant to FVN and FPN. Also,

we improve the service availability of big data mining by considering the data

placement scheme. Through numerical calculation, we confirm the effectiveness

of our envisioned big data mining architecture in terms of service availability after

FPN.

Some parts of the content in this chapter are presented in the following papers,

which were written by the author of this dissertation.
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Figure 5.1: Architecture of conventional big data mining architecture.
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5.2 Conventional Big Data Mining Architecture

This section presents the overview of conventional big data mining architecture

such as Hadoop, and also demonstrates that Hadoop is unable to provide high-

performance services in the future network environments.

Hadoop is the most popular architecture to provide big data mining ser-

vices [56, 57] since this architecture can accomplish data mining at a speed pro-
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Figure 5.2: Procedure of big data mining in the conventional architecture.

portional to the number of processing VMs. Fig. 5.1 shows the architecture of

Hadoop. As shown in this figure, Hadoop consists of MapReduce [58, 59] and

Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) [60]. While MapReduce is a function

for processing large data sets with a parallel and distributed algorithm by using

multiple VMs, HDFS manages the big data that are used by MapReduce. Addi-

tionally, processing VMs are classified into two types, i.e., a single master VM and

multiple slave VMs. The master VM has functions of JobTracker and NameNode

to manage big data mining. While JobTracker manages the information of each

TaskTracker and decides the task schedule based on the information, NameNode

has a database of data to look up the desired data. In contrast, each slave VM

has two functions, i.e., TaskTracker for executing MapReduce and DataNode for

storing the data in HDFS.

Fig. 5.2 demonstrates the procedure of the considered Hadoop. When a pro-

cessing request is injected, the master VM finds the data appertaining to the

injected processing request by using HDFS, i.e., the NameNode attempts to look

up the slave VMs that have the required data by searching its database. After the
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master VM receives the data from slave VMs, the JobTracker of the master VM

decides mappers, which are slave VMs that execute the mapping process based

on the processing load of each TaskTracker. Followed by the selection of mappers,

the JobTracker divides the received data into some “splits” and allocates them to

the selected mappers. Here, the number of splits is decided based on the number

of mappers, e.g., the number of splits and mappers is 3 in Fig. 5.2. After the

mappers receive the splits from JobTracker, the mappers perform the mapping

process that classifies a large amount of information and pick out the informa-

tion required for the next reduction phase. After all mappers finish the mapping

process, the JobTracker selects a reducer which is a slave VM that performs the

reduction process. The reducer is selected from the mappers. The reducer col-

lects the information extracted from the mappers in the mapping process. Then,

the reducer performs the reduction process, which summarizes the collected in-

formation to obtain the result. Finally, the reducer transmits the obtained result

to the NameNode and then it decides the slave VMs to store the data.

While Hadoop can execute the data mining at a speed proportional to the

number of VMs, the performance depends on task allocation and scheduling

schemes. Therefore, high-performance parallel data mining architectures that

aim to improve processing speed, network resource efficiency, computational re-

source efficiency, and energy efficiency, have been developed in valuable litera-

tures [61, 62]. The works [63, 64, 65] have developed computational load-aware

task allocation and scheduling schemes. In [63], the authors have tackled the issue

of various types of VMs and have developed a parallel big data mining architec-

ture for improving the overall resource utilization and reducing the processing

cost in the environments where there exist multiple types of VMs. The work [64]

has investigated a dynamic task scheduling for heterogeneous workloads. The

proposed scheduling algorithm can optimize the workloads by using the complex
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queue models based on I/O and CPU utilization. In the work conducted by

A. Verma et al. [65], a task scheduling scheme for optimizing the computation

resource utilization while reducing the completion time under realistic workloads,

has been proposed. Another direction to develop network-aware task allocation

schemes have been considered in the works [66, 67, 68]. M. Asahara et al. takes

the network characteristics into account and the proposed algorithm can void net-

work congestion by considering the network topology information [66]. In [67],

the authors have designed a novel MapReduce framework for wireless networks.

Through simulation, they verify the effectiveness of MapReduce in wireless envi-

ronment. The work [68] has considered radio and computing resources sharing

problem and proposed a cooperative resource management to provide an efficient

cloud computing in wireless networks.

Despite the significant advantages of Hadoop, this architecture still suffers

from network failures of VMs. The success probability of data mining and mining

speed drastically decrease when VMs cease to function due to hardware troubles

or software bugs [69, 70]. To cope with this issue, the common Hadoop architec-

ture [60] utilizes the replication approach, which increases the service availability

against VM breakdowns by allocating redundant tasks to distinct VMs. In ad-

dition to this, the current Hadoop utilizes a multiple master VMs mechanism

in order to increase service availability against the breakdown of master VM.

However, it is difficult to ensure the service availability under real environments

since an optimal number of replications or master VMs depends on the probabil-

ity and scale of breakdowns. The work [71] has proposed processing scheduling

technique that can shorten execution time of the data mining under failure-prone

environment. The network failure issue has also been addressed in [72, 73, 74].

Bressoud et al. proposed a check pointing scheme to ensure the processing ser-

vice even if data processing is disrupted due to network failures [72]. While this
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approach effectively uses computational resource in comparison with the replica-

tion approach, it increases the data traffic for check pointing. Behga et al. have

demonstrated that the execution time of data mining under network failure-prone

environments can be improved with failure prediction [73]. In the work in [74], a

task allocation scheme was proposed by taking into consideration the predicted

physical network failures.

Although the aforementioned works have addressed the network failure issue,

they assume the scale of VM breakdowns is small. In other words, since the

existing works do not take into account the large scale failures, their proposed

techniques drastically decrease the performance of data mining when a large scale

failure occurs, i.e., FPN. Therefore, data mining architecture that is tolerant

to FPN is absolutely imperative to provide future “ubiquitous big data mining

service” [75, 76]

5.3 Envisioned Big Data Mining Architecture

Since the conventional big data mining utilizes the central management archi-

tecture, the architecture has the following shortages: (i) it cannot operate if the

master VM ceases to function i.e., single point of failure, and (ii) the perfor-

mance drastically decreases with the increase of VMs, which results in service

disruption [77]. In order to cope with these issues, we envision a parallel big data

mining architecture utilizing virtual networks. In this architecture, the manage-

ment functions, i.e., JobTracker and NameNode, are executed by all VMs in a

distributed manner. The virtual network is constructed by all VMs and it is used

to find data and processing VMs, instead of the master VM. Since all VMs execute

both the management and processing functions, this architecture achieves high

performance even when the failure of some VMs occurs or the number of VMs

becomes large [78, 79, 80]. In other words, the envisioned architecture can keep
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Figure 5.3: An example of our envisioned big data mining architecture and the
procedure of data mining.

high-performance big data mining service unless the virtual network is disrupted.

Fig. 5.3 shows an example of our envisioned big data mining architecture and

also demonstrates how our envisioned architecture executes the MapReduce and

HDFS functions by using the virtual network that consists of all VMs in the

network. When a data mining request is injected, a reception VM, which is the

VM that received the request from a client, e.g., VM A in Fig. 5.3, executes the

reception process. In the reception process, the reception VM finds the VM (or

VMs), which possesses the data appertaining to the injected mining request, by

using the virtual network. The VM (or VMs) is referred to as the possessor.
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Here, there are many mechanisms for searching the possessor, such as flooding,

hash table, and so forth. Next, the possessor (e.g., VM F in Fig. 5.3) decides the

number of splits based on its own CPU utilization and partitions the data used

for mining into multiple splits. Additionally, the possessor attempts to select

mappers in close order in the virtual network. Here, VMs with higher CPU

utilization than a certain threshold are not selected. For instance, VM D, E, F

are selected as mappers in Fig. 5.3. The mappers perform the mapping process

by using the split data that is transmitted from the possessor. Then, the mapper

that is earliest to finish the mapping process becomes the reducer (e.g., VM E

in Fig. 5.3). The reducer transmits a notification message to other mappers

that requests to transmit the processed data to the reducer, and it executes the

reduction process after receiving the processed data from all mappers. Finally,

the reducer stores the obtained result.

As described above, all management and processing functions can be executed

in a distributed manner by utilizing the virtual network. Although our envisioned

architecture can solve the issue of single point of failure in the conventional archi-

tectures, the service availability of our envisioned architecture is affected by the

connectivity of the virtual network [81]. Therefore, it is required to introduce a

virtual network that is tolerant to failures for the big data mining architecture.

5.4 A Decentralized Method to Construct Vir-

tual Network

In chapter 4, we proposed a method to construct a virtual network tolerant to

both FPN and FVN, i.e., FAT-VN+. However, FAT-VN+ is not suitable for our

envision big data mining architecture because the centralized server is a threat

to failure tolerance. Therefore, we propose a distributed method to construct a
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virtual network, which is based on the key ideas of FAT-VN+, i.e., bimodal degree

distribution and usage of physical network information. Our proposed big data

mining architecture utilizing the virtual network is referred to as FA-Hadoop.

5.4.1 ID Assignment

First of all, we demonstrate our considered ID assignment in FA-Hadoop. In the

FAT-VN+, IDs in the virtual network are assigned to VMs in a random manner.

However, this mechanism results in low lookup efficiency in the big data mining

architecture based on the virtual network because the lookup is limited to only

the flooding-based method. Therefore, we first explain a mechanism to assign

IDs to VMs in the virtual network.

Fig. 5.4 shows an example of the considered virtual network topology and ID

assignment in the proposed FA-Hadoop. As shown in this figure, all VMs are

lined up into the ring topology and IDs are assigned to each VM in a clockwise

direction [82]. With this regular assignment, VMs can decide the direction of

lookup while the flooding-based lookup attempts to send messages to all neighbor

VMs. Therefore, this mechanism can achieve high lookup efficiency.

Because all VMs are lined up into ring topology, the virtual network topology

in FA-Hadoop is different from FAT-VN+. Although the optimal condition is that

the ELDVMs are evenly located in the ring topology, FA-Hadoop cannot satisfy

this condition since LDVMs that are next to each HDVM in the ring should

become ELDVMs to follow the optimal bimodal degree distribution. However,

since the other ELDVMs are evenly located in the ring topology, it is possible

to achieve higher tolerance to FVN in comparison with other virtual networks.

Especially, in large scale environments, our considered virtual network in FA-

Hadoop achieves almost the same performance as FAT-VN+.
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Figure 5.4: An example of virtual network and ID assignment in FA-Hadoop.

Table 5.1: Network information list.
Parameter Variable

Predefined degree of LDVMs kLD
Current number of VMs N

Current number of HDVMs |NHD|
ID of VM closest to root device vcl1root

Hop count between vcl1root and root device h
vcl1root
root

5.4.2 VM Joining Procedure

Here, we propose a VM joining procedure to construct a virtual network tol-

erant to both FVN and FPN. A newly joining VM selects the appropriate ID

and neighbor VMs in the virtual network in this procedure. While the cen-

tralized management VM constructs a virtual network in FAT-VN+, each VM

autonomously executes the procedure in FA-Hadoop. Therefore, the information

required for the joining procedure is shared by using the network information list,

which contains the data summarized in table 5.1.

Procedure 3 demonstrates how a newly joining VM establishes its virtual
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Procedure 3 VM joining procedure

1: Get network information list
2: Execute ID decision procedure

/* Decide its ID, vi, based on its IP address, di */
3: Execute insertion procedure

/* Establish virtual links to VMs that have close ID */
4: Execute expansion procedure

/* Establish links to a HDVM and LDVMs while kLD > |kvi| */
5: Calculate NHD based on (3.12) with N and kLD
6: if NHD > |NHD| then
7: if h

vcl1root
root ≤ hvi

root then
8: Send network reconstruction request and the updated list to vcl1root

/* vcl1root executes network reconstruction procedure */
9: else
10: Execute network reconstruction procedure
11: end if
12: end if

links. First, a newly joining VM contacts a reception VM and receives a network

information list from the reception VM to know the information that is required

for establishing links. Then, the newly joining VM executes the ID decision

procedure, which is described as follows.

ID decision procedure – This procedure aims to decide the ID of the newly

joining VM, vi, based on its IP address, di. As described in chapter 4, the VMs

with low hop count in the physical network should become the neighbor VMs

in the virtual network in order to improve the FPN tolerance. Since close IP

addresses of VMs imply that the hop count between the VMs is low, vi can be

decided by calculating the following hash function.

vi = mod(di, V ). (5.1)

Here, the maximum value of the ID, V , is decided with the maximum value of

the IP address, D, as µD, where µ is a natural number larger than 0.
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After deciding its ID, the newly joining VM starts to establish kLD virtual

links since we assume that all newly joining VMs become LDVMs. In order

to optimally select neighbor VMs, it executes the following procedures: (i) the

insertion procedure and (ii) the expansion procedure, which are described as

follows:

Insertion procedure – This procedure attempts to establish the virtual links

to appropriate neighbor VMs in the ring topology. First, the newly joining VM

attempts to find a neighbor VM, vcl1i , which has the closest ID to its own ID.

Note that, since the newly joining VM can connect only to the reception VM at

this time, the reception VM finds the neighbor VM on behalf of the newly joining

VM by using the virtual network. In the same way, the newly joining VM finds

another neighbor VM, vcl2i , which has the second closest ID to its own ID. After

finding the neighbor VMs, vcl1i and vcl2i , it creates two new links from vi to vcl1i

and vcl2i , respectively, and breaks the existing link between vcl1i and vcl2i .

Expansion procedure – Following the insertion procedure, the newly joining

VM executes the expansion procedure, in which it establishes the virtual links

as long as |kvi| is lower than kLD or candidates for neighbor VMs exist. If the

newly joining VM did not establish a link to a HDVM in the insertion procedure,

it initially attempts to establish a link to a HDVM, vCLHD
i , which has the closest

ID to its own. Then, it finds LDVMs that have lower degree than kLD by using

the virtual network, and establishes links to these LDVMs as long as |kvi| is lower

than kLD.

Due to the participation of the newly joining VM, the ideal parameter of

degree distribution might change. Therefore, the newly joining VM calculates

the value of NHD by using (3.12) with the N , which includes itself, and kLD. If

the ideal number of HDVMs, NHD, is higher than the current number of HDVMs,

|NHD|, it is required to execute the network reconstruction procedure in order
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Procedure 4 Network reconstruction procedure

1: Construct virtual links to other HDVMs
2: Find LDVMs that have close ID compared with other HDVMs
3: Establish virtual links to the LDVMs
4: Update network information list

to maintain the virtual network at an optimal state. Here, since the LDVM

that is close to a root device in the physical network should be selected as a

HDVM, the newly joining VM compares the hop count between itself and the

root device, hvi
root, with the minimum hop count, h

vcl1root
root , which is stored in the list.

If h
vcl1root
root ≤ hvi

root, i.e., if VM vcl1root is closer to the root device, the newly joining

VM selects vcl1root as a new HDVM, and requests vcl1root to reconstruct the virtual

network. On the other hand, if the newly joining VM is closer to the root device,

it becomes a new HDVM and performs the network reconstruction procedure,

which is described as follows:

Network reconstruction procedure – The objective of this procedure is to main-

tain the virtual network topology at an optimal state. The network reconstruc-

tion procedure, which is shown in Procedure 4, is executed by a new HDVM.

First, the HDVM creates the links to the other HDVMs to construct a complete

graph. Then, it finds LDVMs whose ID are closer to itself compared with the

other HDVMs and creates new links to the LDVMs while breaking the existing

link between the other HDVMs and the LDVMs. Finally, it increments N and

|NHD|, and updates the information of vcl1root and h
vcl1root
root . The updated list is shared

between all VMs.

5.5 A Decentralized Data Management Method

This section presents a decentralized method to manage the data in our envisioned

big data mining architecture. First, a data placement procedure that is tolerant
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to FPN is presented. Also, a data lookup procedure based on hash table is

presented.

5.5.1 Data Placement Procedure

Our proposed data placement procedure ensures the existence of any data, even

when FPN occurs, by distributing data to appropriate VMs. This procedure

is executed in a decentralized manner. In other words, each reception VM au-

tonomously decides the appropriate location of data that can guarantee the ex-

istence of data even when FPN occurs.

When the data storing request is injected from the client, the reception VM

starts the data placement procedure. First, it decides the hash value of the data,

wj, which is given by calculating the hash function such as SHA-1. Then, it finds

a VM, vwj
, which has a higher and close ID to wj and sends the data to vwj

.

In addition to this, the reception VM creates redundant data, i.e., replica, and

allocates it to a distinct VM. Since the neighbor VMs will probably be removed

from the virtual network by FPN, it is clearly understood that choosing farthest

VM as data owner ensures the existence of the data. Therefore, the reception

VM calculates the diagonal hash value, wdiagonal
j , in order to allocate data to the

VM that is diagonally opposite to vwj
. The value of wdiagonal

j can be expressed

with wj as follows.

wdiagonal
j =

 wj + V/2, if wj < V/2,

wj − V/2, otherwise.
(5.2)

Fig. 5.5 demonstrates an example of data placement, where V = 100. By

calculating the hash function, the hash value and diagonal hash value are decided

as 33 and 83, respectively. According to these values, the reception VM selects

the corresponding VMs. In this example, the original data is stored by the VM
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Figure 5.5: An example of data placement in our envisioned FA-Hadoop.

whose ID is 34 and the replica is sent to the VM whose ID is 85.

5.5.2 Data Lookup Procedure

Next, we explain the data lookup procedure in our envisioned architecture. Sim-

ilar to the data placement procedure, the reception VM autonomously executes

this procedure. In order to reduce the lookup overhead, this procedure attempts

to find a data that is stored in a VM close to the reception VM.

When the big data mining request is injected, the reception VM executes the

data lookup procedure to find the data required for data mining. First, it calcu-

lates the hash value and diagonal hash value of data by using the aforementioned

hash functions. After that, in order to know a close VM that stores data, the

reception VM calculates the differences between its ID, vreception, and hash val-

ues, wj and wdiagonal
j . Then, the reception VM transmits lookup message in the

direction that reaches the VM that has the lower difference.

Fig. 5.6 demonstrates an example of data lookup, where V = 100 and the ID

of the reception VM is 65. By calculating the hash function, the reception VM
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Figure 5.6: An example of data lookup in our envisioned FA-Hadoop.

obtains the hash value (33) and the diagonal hash value (83). Since the difference

between its ID and diagonal hash values (18) is lower than the other value (32),

the reception VM looks up the replica that is stored in the VM whose ID is 85.

5.6 Performance Evaluation in Service Availabil-

ity

In this section, we use numerical calculation to evaluate the service availability

of the proposed big data mining architecture, referred to as FA-Hadoop, which

utilizes the proposed methods to construct a virtual network and manage data

in this chapter.

5.6.1 Definition of Service Availability

Since each task uses multiple-data and each datum is replicated and distributed

to distinct VMs, the considered architecture succeeds in a data mining task if

there are all data appertaining to the task in the virtual network. Therefore,

the success probability of each task, Psuccess, decreases with the removal of VMs.
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With the number of data appertaining to the task, B, redundancy of each datum,

R, and the probability that there exists a VM that has replication y of datum x

in giant cluster, ax,y, the value of Psuccess can be expressed as follows.

Psuccess =
B∏
x

{
1−

R∏
y

(1− ax,y)

}
. (5.3)

5.6.2 The Impact of Virtual Network Construction Scheme

on Service Availability

Here, we evaluate the service availability of data mining architectures which uti-

lize the proposed virtual network construction scheme based on physical network

information and the random network construction scheme, respectively.

We suppose that the physical network topology is tree-structured, the average

degree of virtual networks is set to 3 and the number of VMs is 10, 000. Addi-

tionally, the supposed big data mining executes 1000 tasks, where the number

of data appertaining to each task and the number of replicas are set to 5 and 2,

respectively. In this setting, we evaluate the service availability by calculating

the success probability of each task after FPN occurs, where we consider differ-

ent scales of FPNs, i.e., small-scale, medium-scale, and large-scale FPNs. These

FPNs result in approximately, 100, 1000, and 3000 VMs being unable to connect

to other VMs, respectively.

Fig. 5.7 demonstrates the effect of our proposed construction scheme on the

service availability of data mining for three scales of FPNs. From the result, it

is clearly evident that our proposed construction scheme achieves higher service

availability, which is approximately 100 percent, regardless of the scales of FPNs.

The reason behind the result is that, with our proposed scheme, all data apper-

taining to all tasks exist in the giant cluster because the virtual network does not

disrupt. On the other hand, in case of the random network construction scheme,
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Figure 5.7: Service availability in different network construction schemes.

the service availability decreases with the increase of removed VMs. This is be-

cause the number of isolated VMs increases with the increase of removed VMs.

5.6.3 The Impact of Data Placement Scheme on Service

Availability

In the remainder of this section, we verify the effectiveness of the proposed data

placement scheme by comparing it to the random data placement scheme in

terms of the service availability after FPN occurs. Here, the virtual network is

constructed based on the proposed scheme.

We assume the same setting as the aforementioned evaluation. The physical

network topology is tree-structured, the average degree of virtual networks is set

to 3 and the number of VMs is 10, 000. We assume that 1000 tasks are injected

and each task utilizes 5 data. While the proposed scheme replicates 2 times, the

number of replicas is set to either 2, 3, or 4 in the random placement scheme.

We evaluate the service availability when the number of removed VMs due to the
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Figure 5.8: Service availability in different data placement schemes.

FPN is varied from 0 to 4000.

Fig. 5.8 demonstrates the effect of our proposed data placement scheme on the

service availability of data mining. The existing data placement scheme falls to an

extremely low availability with a progressive increase of the number of removed

VMs even the higher redundancy. On the other hand, the proposed placement

scheme achieves 100% success probability of data mining with minimum redun-

dancy regardless of the number of removed VMs because it ensures the existence

of the VMs that have the data appertaining to the task in the giant cluster. It can

be concluded that our envisioned big data mining architecture with the proposed

construction and placement schemes can provide big data mining service with a

higher success rate even when FPN occurs.

5.7 Summary

In this chapter, we investigated the issue of big data mining architecture in failure-

prone environments. First, we demonstrated that the conventional data mining
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architecture cannot provide service in failure-prone environments. To cope with

this issue, we presented a novel big data mining architecture, which manages the

big data functions in a decentralized manner and achieves high service availability

in the failure-prone environment. Additionally, in order to improve the tolerance

to FVN and FPN, we proposed decentralized methods to construct a virtual

network and manage data. Through numerical calculations, we showed that

our proposed architecture can provide big data mining service with high success

probability even when FPN occurs.
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Conclusion

Current network architecture is at an important turning point on the path for

reaching the goal of realizing the smart society based on ICT services. There

are many kinds of networks and ICT services that evolved in their own way so

far. These networks should be integrated to efficiently provide many kinds of

ICT services. This integration approach results in high quality of experience for

all users. In order to integrate the networks and services, we envision a novel

network architecture that is based on virtual network technology. The envisioned

architecture is suitable for providing the many kinds of services in the integrated

networks. On the other hand, the performance of the envisioned architecture

differs according to the virtual network construction schemes. Additionally, since

the performance of virtual networks drastically decreases due to the network

failures, we must address the fault-tolerance issue of the virtual network. Because

of this research background, this work aims to develop the fault-tolerant virtual

network technology, which will be used for future promising network architecture.

Our contributions are summarized as follows:

1. In Chapter 1, we provided the research background and purpose of this

thesis.
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2. In Chapter 2, we provided a detailed survey of existing virtual network tech-

nologies for improving the tolerance to FVN and FPN. We also highlighted

the fact that these existing technologies are not appropriate to provide the

communication services in the environment where both FVN and FPN oc-

cur. Additionally, we classified the existing virtual network technologies

based on the method and objective to clarify the novelty of the proposed

virtual network technologies.

3. In Chapter 3, we proposed a novel virtual network topology that is based

on bimodal degree distribution, which can achieve a higher tolerance to

AVM and FVM. Additionally, by considering the location of each VM,

we optimize the virtual network topology for maximizing the tolerance to

AVM. As a consequence, the proposed topology, referred to as FAT-VN, can

achieve high connectivity in comparison with the existing virtual networks.

4. In chapter 4, we presented a method to construct FAT-VN. First, we demon-

strated that FAT-VN drastically decreases the connectivity when FPN oc-

curs. To mitigate the effect of the FPN, we proposed a method to construct

a virtual network by utilizing the topology information of the physical net-

work. Additionally, we constructed a framework to evaluate the service

availability of the virtual networks. Also, we confirmed the effectiveness of

the proposal by numerical evaluation.

5. In chapter 5, we provided a novel big data mining architecture, which is

possible to improve the tolerance to failures. In order to solve the single

point of failure problem in the conventional architecture, all VMs execute

the management and processing functions in our envisioned architecture.

We also proposed an autonomous and distributed algorithm to construct an

appropriate virtual network. Through numerical calculations, we confirm
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that the proposed architecture can achieve the desired service availability

with the lowest data replications.

This dissertation proposed the fault-tolerant virtual network technologies,

which can satisfy the requirements of future ICT services. In other words, we

succeeded in the establishment of the basic technologies for a new-generation

network architecture. This work will contribute to create new communication

technologies and promote the practical ICT services that are based on the virtual

network technologies.
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